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We introduce non-Abelian topological charges for nodal-line band degeneracies in momentum
space of PT -symmetric crystalline metals with weak spin-orbit coupling. We show that these are
quaternion charges, similar to those describing vortices in biaxial nematics. Starting from two-band
considerations, we develop the complete many-band description of nodes in the presence of PT and
mirror symmetries. This theory allows us to investigate the topological stability of nodal chains in
metals. The non-Abelian charges put strict constraints on the possible nodal line compositions and
the possibility to annihilate them. Our arguments are illustrated with k · p models as well as with
real materials. Our analysis goes beyond the “tenfold way” approach to band topology, and implies
the existence of 1D topological phases not present in the “tenfold way” classifications.
Introduction. — A large variety of nodal-line [1–11]
and nodal-chain [12–20] metals have been discussed to
date. However, many properties of these compounds are
still not known. In this work, we report the presence
of a non-Abelian charge (i.e. topological invariant) of
nodal lines (NLs) in the momentum (k) space of met-
als with weak spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in the presence
of composed time-reversal (T ) and inversion (P) symme-
try. This non-Abelian topology in k-space is fundamen-
tally different from the non-Abelian exchange statistics
of anyon quasiparticles in the coordinate space. It arises
in the absence of interactions and superconductivity, and
governs the evolution of NLs in k-space. In particular,
the non-Abelian charge implies constraints on admissible
NL compositions, including chains of intersecting NLs.
We further find that materials hosting these topological
excitations provide a k-space analog of biaxial nematic
liquid crystals, which exhibit non-Abelian vortex lines in
coordinate space [21–23]. Based on ab initio calculations,
we predict that the discussed phenomena can be observed
in existing materials, where the NL locations in k-space
are manipulated by strain. This is illustrated with the ex-
ample of elemental scandium (Sc). The manuscript cov-
ers our main results, while additional details and mathe-
matical considerations are provided in the Supplemetary
Information File (SIF) [24].
Nodal lines in two-band models. — We first consider
NLs in two-band models. While this problem was already
addressed in the works of Refs. [1–20], we use it here to
set the stage for the discussion of non-Abelian topology
in later sections.
Two-band Hamiltonians can be decomposed using the
identity 1 and the Pauli matrices (σx, σy, σz) = σ as
H2(k) = h0(k)1 + h(k) · σ (1)
where h(k) = (hx(k), hy(k), hz(k)) are real functions of
k = (kx, ky, kz). In the absence of SOC we set PT = K
(complex conjugation), which removes σy from Eq. (1),
making both H2(k) and its eigenstates real [3]. The
Hamiltonian exhibits a NL at k if two conditions are
fulfilled [8], namely hz(k) = 0 and hx(k) = 0.
To uncover the topological structure stabilizing these
NLs, one needs to consider the space of available Hamil-
tonians [9]. To emphasize an analogy with the theory of
defects in ordered media [23], here we call it the order-
parameter space. For later convenience, it is useful to
encode Hamiltonians using their eigenstates. Assuming
a k-point that does not lie on a NL, we normalize the
spectrum of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) to ±1 by taking
H2(k) = 1− 2|uok〉〈uok|. (2)
where |uok〉 is the cell-periodic amplitude of the lower-
energy Bloch state. Since this is a normalized two-
component real vector, the order-parameter space is a
circle (S1). To be precise, one should note that both
±|uok〉 encode the same Hamiltonian. However, removing
this redundancy by identifying antipodal points of the S1
still produces an S1. Closed paths Γ in k-space that avoid
the NLs are characterized by the elements of the funda-
mental group [9, 23, 24] of the order-parameter space,
wΓ ∈ pi1(S1) = Z. (3)
By taking a path Γ that tightly encircles a NL, we can
assign an integer winding number wΓ [11] to the NL.
Topological charges described by homotopy groups are
gauge-invariant quantities, i.e. they cannot be changed
by any continuous unitary transformation of bands.
Nodal chains in two-band models. — Before general-
izing to models with more bands, we discuss the effects of
one mirror symmetry on NLs in two-band models. While
reproducing some findings of Refs. [12–20], our discussion
also contains original results concerning the topological
stability of intersecting NLs. We will observe in the next
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FIG. 1. Nodal lines (NLs) in two-band models. Red lines in-
dicate NLs of Hamiltonians of the form in Eq. (1). (a–d) For the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) (with the indicated choice of ± signs in
the expression for hz(k)), NLs intersect at crossing points (black
arrows), protected by a winding number |wΓ| = 2 on path Γ
(green) shown in panel (c). Upon breaking of the mirror symme-
try, invariant wΓ enforces a non-trivial separation of NLs into ones
that bend from vertical to horizontal as shown in panels (e–f).
section that some of these results are substantially altered
in the presence of additional bands.
The presence of mirror symmetry mz : z→−z repre-
sented by mˆz=σz in the model of Eq. (1) forces hx(z)(k)
to be an odd (even) function of kz [20]. For example,
hx(k) = kxkz and hz(k) = ±k2x + k2y ± k2z − b2, (4)
with b = 2 produces the NLs shown in Fig. 1(a–d) [15].
They all exhibit crossing points (CPs) of intersecting
NLs. Expanding Eq. (4) around the CPs gives
hx(k) ≈ kxkz and hz(k) ≈ ±ky, (5)
which describe a pair of mutually perpendicular inter-
secting NLs along kx = ky = 0 and ky = kz = 0.
Geometrically, we interpret the formation of intersect-
ing NLs by looking at Fig. 1: a NL is produced when a
cyan sheet defined by hz(k)=0 crosses the orange sheet
of hx(k)=0, which due to mz is the plane kz =0. Inter-
sections of cyan and orange sheets produce in-plane NLs.
The existence of additional NLs that vertically cross the
plane kz =0 requires that hx(k)=0 also on a pink sheet
orthogonal to the plane. Such a pink sheet appears in
the model of Eq. (1) when the product kzhx(k) changes
sign. The out-of-plane NLs correspond to intersections
of cyan and pink sheets. The CPs of in-plane and out-of-
plane NLs correspond to three-sheet intersections. Break-
ing mz leads to mixing of the orange and pink sheets,
and causes a non-trivial separation of the CPs, as pre-
viously observed in Refs. [10, 20]. We illustrate this for
hx(k)=kxkz− 110 and hx(k)=kxkz− ky20 in Fig. 1(e–f).
In this work, we explain the stability of CPs topologi-
cally using the relative homotopy approach of Ref. [25].
Themz symmetry reduces the space of available Hamilto-
nians (with normalized spectrum) inside the kz=0 plane
to only two points, namely ±σz. In-plane NLs separate
a b
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FIG. 2. Formation of intersecting nodal lines (NLs). Red lines
indicate NLs of two-band Hamiltonians with a horizontal mirror-
symmetry plane. Two shades of blue, separated by in-plane
NLs, indicate regions with different mirror eigenvalue λok =±1
of the lower band, allowing us to define a Z2 charge. (a) Mirror-
symmetric path Γ (green) encircles two in-plane NLs with oppo-
site orientation, and crosses the plane at two points ∂γ (black
dots) with the same λok. The pair of points ∂γ carry a trivial
value of the Z2 charge, and Γ carries zero value of the Z winding.
Therefore, in-plane NLs can trivially reconnect (b). (c) For an
analogous setting with two parallel in-plane NLs, the Z winding
becomes |wΓ| = 2, indicating that an obstruction must remain
for shrinking path Γ to a point even after the reconnection of
in-plane NLs takes places. This implies the appearance of two
out-of-plane NLs that are connected to the in-plane NLs (d).
regions with different mˆz eigenvalues of |uok〉 [5], denoted
λok. This allows us to define a {+1,−1} ∼= Z2 topological
number νk1,k2 = λ
o
k1
· λok2 for any pair of in-plane mo-
menta k1,2 [7]. However, tracking the sign of hx,z(k) on a
loop encircling an in-plane NL reveals that it also carries
a non-trivial Z charge defined by Eq. (3), i.e. it has an
orientation. Importantly, open-ended paths γ with end-
points ∂γ inside the plane kz=0 can be assigned a wind-
ing number wγ ∈ Z too, provided that ν∂γ = +1 [25].
The closed composition of path γ with its mirror image
(mzγ)
−1, denoted Γ, carries an even winding wΓ = 2wγ .
In the presence of mirror-symmetry, CPs are protected by
|wγ | = 1 on a semicircular path γ enclosing the CP. The
winding number |nΓ| = 2 on the closed path Γ remains
meaningful even when the mirror symmetry is broken,
and enforces the non-trivial separation of the CP seen in
Fig. 1(e–f). The mismatch [25] between the Z winding
number wΓ and the Z2 invariant ν∂γ leads to conditions
for creating a nodal chain by colliding in-plane NLs, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The relative orientation of NLs near
a CP always follows the pattern observed in Fig. 2(d).
Nodal chains in many-band models — As a first step
towards a general many-band description, we demon-
strate that the presence of additional bands modifies
the topological stability of CPs. We illustrate this phe-
nomenon by studying the spectrum of a Hamiltonian
H3(k) =
 E0 tkx tkztkx ky kxkz
tkz kxkz −ky
 , (6)
which augments the two-band model of Eq. (5) with an
additional orbital with energy E0, coupled to the two
original orbitals with amplitudes proportional to t (we
set t = 12 throughout). The Hamiltonian of Eq. (6) has
a mirror symmetry mˆz = diag(1, 1,−1).
3Assuming first that E0 > 0, the NLs formed by the
lower two bands (i.e. the original ones) of the Hamil-
tonian of Eq. (6) take the form of the red intersecting
lines in Fig. 3(a). These NLs interesect at a CP, similar
to the two-band discussion around Eqs. (4–5). However,
decreasing E0 to a negative value results in a trivial sepa-
ration of these NLs (red lines in Fig. 3(c)). Such a separa-
tion is impossible in two-band models. Nevertheless, the
CP did not vanish completely, but it now connects NLs
formed by the upper two bands (blue lines in Fig. 3(a–
c)). The transfer of the CP to another pair of bands
occurs at a topological transition at E0 = 0 (Fig. 3(b)).
The description of such a process requires a mathematical
framework capable of capturing NLs between both pairs
of bands simultaneously, and goes beyond the established
“tenfold way” classification of topological insulators and
superconductors [26, 27] based on K-theory [28].
Quaternion charges in many-band models — Moti-
vated by the observations of the previous section, we
develop the complete many-band description of NLs in
PT -symmetric models with weak SOC. We first formally
derive the non-Abelian topology, while the next section
discusses the implications to NL compositions.
For k-points with non-degenerate spectrum, we deform
N -band Hamiltonian HN (k) such that it exhibits some
standard set of band energies (e.g. εj = j for 1 ≤ j ≤ N ;
we assume N ≥ 3). This generalizes Eq. (2) to
HN (k) =
N∑
j=1
εj |ujk〉〈ujk|. (7)
Such a Hamiltonian is uniquely encoded by a frame
{|ujk〉}Nj=1 of orthonormal N -component vectors, mod-
ulo transformations |ujk〉7→−|ujk〉. The order-parameter
space MN can be expressed as the space of right-handed
frames (isomorphic to orthogonal group SO(N)), modulo
a point group of pi rotations flipping the sign of an even
number of the frame elements. Geometrically, this is the
space of all orientations of a generic N -dimensional ellip-
soid. Remarkably, the case of N=3 bands is mathemat-
ically equivalent to the order-parameter space of biaxial
nematic liquid crystals [21]. In these materials, molecules
with an approximate ellipsoid symmetry have random
positions but a frozen orientation.
Let us explicitly discuss the case N = 3. The order-
parameter space isM3 =SO(3)/D2, where D2 is the three-
dimensional “dihedral” crystallographic point group,
which contains pi rotations around three perpendicular
axes, and the identity. Closed paths Γ in M3 are charac-
terized by the fundamental group of the order-parameter
space, which is the quaternion group [22–24]
nΓ ∈ pi1(M3) = Q = {±1,±i,±j,±k} (8)
with anticommuting imaginary units i2 = j2 = k2 = −1.
The result in Eq. (8) is related to pi rotation operators for
spin- 12 particles. The generalization of Eq. (8) to N ≥ 3,
discussed in SIF [24], is closely related to the symmetry
of higher-dimensional Euclidean spaces [29, 30].
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FIG. 3. Nodal lines (NLs) in three-band models. For three-
band Hamiltonians, we plot NLs formed by the lower (upper) two
bands with red (blue) lines. (a–c) NLs of the model in Eq. (6)
for various values of E0. A crossing point (black arrows) is trans-
ferred between the two species of NLs when E0 changes sign.
The transfer follows from a quaternion charge nΓ =−1 on the
green path. Insets show the spectrum along the kx = kz = 0
line, where black (magenta) bands carry positive (negative) mˆz
eigenvalue. (d–f) Analogous plots for the model in Eq. (9) for
various values of b. Moving NLs of different species across each
other results in the formation of “earring” NLs in panel (f). Such
behavior is imposed by the quaternion charge nΓ =−1 on the
green path. (g) The orientation of NLs in the composition with
linked “earrings”. Due to the non-Abelian group in Eq. (8), the
orientation of a NL is reversed (indicated by triangular arrow-
heads) each time it goes under a NL of the other color. (h)
An example of admissible NL composition involving linked rings.
Each NL must enclose an even number of NLs of the other color.
The topological charge of Eq. (8) divides into five con-
jugacy classes: {+1}, {±i}, {±j}, {±k}, {−1}. In anal-
ogy with the discussion below Eq. (3), considering a tight
loop Γ encircling a line defect allows us to label it by one
of the five conjugacy classes. In biaxial nematics, the
conjugacy classes involving the imaginary units describe
three different species of vortex lines [23]. In three-band
crystalline solids, {±i} ({±k}) characterize a NL between
the upper (lower) two bands, while {±j} corresponds to
paths enclosing one of each species of NLs [24]. The sign
of the charge assigns an orientation to the NLs. Two NLs
of the same orientation between the same pair of bands
are described by {−1}. The green path in Fig. 3(a–c)
belongs to this last conjugacy class, and the discussed
transfer of CP from the lower to the upper band gap cor-
responds to reinterpreting −1 = k2 as −1 = i2 [24]. Note
also that while i2 =−1 is non-trivial, i4 = +1 is trivial.
We show in SIF [24] that, indeed, a path enclosing four
NLs of the same type and orientation can be continuously
shrunk to a point without crossing a NL.
4Constraints on nodal-line compositions. — The
quaternion group of Eq. (8) is non-Abelian. For exam-
ple, the two species of NLs for N = 3 follow the rule
i · k = −k · i 6= k · i. We prove in SIF [24] that such
anticommutation property survives for N ≥ 3, where it
applies to NL pairs formed inside two consecutive band
gaps. In this section, we show that the non-Abelian prop-
erty poses constraints on admissible NL compositions.
Let us first consider a model with two mirror planes,
mˆz = diag(1, 1,−1) and mˆx = diag(1,−1, 1), namely
H3(k)=
 k3y tkx tkztkx −ky+(b+ k2y) ckxkz
tkz ckxkz −ky−(b+ k2y)
 . (9)
We set t = 2 and c = 14 , and study how the NLs (dis-
played as red and blue lines in Fig. 3(d–f)) change when
varying b. For b>0, we find an extended NL formed by
the lower (upper) pair of bands inside the kz=0 (kx=0)
plane (Fig. 3(d)). Decreasing the value of b moves the
two NLs towards each other, until they meet for b = 0
(Fig. 3(e)). The anticommutation relation implies that
on the indicated green path nΓ = i · (−k) · (−i) · k =
−1 [23, 24]. The non-trivial value of nΓ forbids moving
the NLs across each other [31]. Instead, we find that the
extended NLs remain tangled for b < 0 via a link of two
“earring” NLs (Fig. 3(f)), i.e. ring-shaped NLs attached
to other NLs with only one CP. Such earring NLs were
not previously reported.
The anticommutation relation i · k =−k · i can be in-
terpreted as reversing the orientation of a NL each time
it goes under a NL of the other species [24]. For exam-
ple, orientations of NLs in Fig. 3(f) follow the scheme in
Fig. 3(g). Consistency requires that NLs that are closed
and isolated (i.e. without CP) enclose an even number of
NLs of the other species, such as the example in Fig. 3(h).
Careful considerations of orientation reversals in many-
band models can be used [32] to relate the monopole
charges of NLs [8, 9] to their linking structure [10]. The
orientation reversals also imply that the ability of two
NLs to annihilate depends on the trajectory used to bring
the NLs together, which we illustrate in SIF [24].
Topology in 1D beyond tenfold way. — Given an
N -band crystalline solid (assumed PT -symmetric with
weak SOC), the discussed non-Abelian topology ascribes
to every closed path in k-space (assumed to have non-
degenerate spectrum) an element of pi1(MN ). For 1D
systems, the Brillouin zone (BZ) itself forms such a
closed path, allowing us to consider topological phases
in 1D distinguished by a non-Abelian topological invari-
ant nBZ ∈ pi1(MN ). Band structures with nBZ 6= +1
cannot be adiabatically deformed into the Hamiltonian
of uncoupled atomic orbitals (the atomic limit) unless
we form a degeneracy between some pair of bands some-
where in the 1D BZ. These topological obstructions are
stable under adding trivial bands [24].
Assuming N ≥ 3 of bands, the group pi1(MN ) has
2N = 2 × 2N−1 elements, corresponding to “doubled”
point-symmetry group of an N -dimensional ellipsoid [24].
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FIG. 4. Nodal lines (NLs) of scandium (Sc). (a) Red (blue)
NLs formed by the two lower (upper) of the three valence bands
of Sc without SOC in the kz = 0 plane (orange sheet). The
red NLs exhibit a crossing point (CP) along the ΓK line, sta-
bilized by the quaternion charge nΓ =−1 on the green path Γ
(not to be confused with the BZ center point Γ). (b) The band
structure of the three (six) valance bands of Sc along ΓKM with-
out (with) SOC shown with black (magenta) colors. The SOC-
induced splitting of the nodal lines (shown in insets) is less than
10 meV, and is thus irrelevant for a comparison with ARPES re-
sults. (c–d) Evolution of the NLs and the band structure caused
by a 4% strain in the [0001] direction in the absence of SOC.
The CP is now formed by the blue NLs, while the red NLs exhibit
a pair of out-of-plane earrings. (e) NLs in the case of mirror-
breaking compressive 1% strain in the [101¯1] direction. The CP
has disconnected non-trivially. (f) The atomic unit cell of Sc.
(g) The BZ of hexagonal Sc with its high-symmetry points.
The PT symmetry quantizes the Berry phase [33] of each
band to 0 vs. pi [8, 34]. However, only (N − 1) of these
phases are independent, because they must add up to
0 (mod 2pi). Therefore, only 2N−1 elements of pi1(MN )
are distinguished by Berry phases. The other 2N−1 el-
ements correspond to composing the original 2N−1 ele-
ments with a (generalized) quaternion charge nΓ = −1.
We show in SIF [24] that for 1D paths with nΓ =−1, the
Berry phase of each band is trivial. The computation
of the generalized quaternion charges requires an aug-
mentation of the Wilson loop technique [35–37] to spin
bundles, which we outline in SIF [24, 38]. Although the
quaternion charges are gauge-invariant, their clear phys-
ical interpretation requires further research.
Experimental signatures in scandium. — The pre-
dicted properties of NLs derived from non-Abelian topol-
ogy can be experimentally verified using angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) of elemental scan-
dium (Sc) under strain. Sc has weak SOC and crystal-
lizes in the hexagonal close-packed structure. Neglecting
5SOC [24], our ab initio calculations reveal that three va-
lence bands of Sc form NLs plotted in Fig. 4(a,b) near
the K-point of the BZ. Neglecting SOC, we observe a
CP of two red “earring” NLs along the ΓK line, both
threaded by a blue NL, in Fig. 4(a). As explained be-
fore, earring NLs are stabilized by the quaternion charge
nΓ = i · (−k) · (−i) · k =−1 which cannot be detected by
Berry phase nor by Wilson loops. Therefore, experimen-
tal observation of earring NLs would provide an indirect
evidence of the non-Abelian topology. Although the weak
SOC present in Sc gaps the NLs, as shown in Fig 4(b),
the induced NL splittings are smaller than 10 meV. Such
small value is below the resolution of the best existing
ARPES instruments, and thus the ARPES image of Sc
does not depend on the actual presence of SOC. For this
reason it is safe to neglect SOC in our discussion of Sc.
Applying a symmetry-preserving compressive 4%
strain to Sc in the [0001] direction moves the blue NLs to-
gether. Such a large strain value can possibly be reached
by a lattice mismatch with a substrate that induced screw
dislocations [39]. We observe a transfer of the CP from
the red to the blue NLs, shown in Fig. 4(c,d). This trans-
fer is also governed by nΓ =−1, analogous to Fig. 3(a–c).
Two additional out-of-plane earrings are developed by
the red NLs in Fig. 4(c), which are accidental, i.e. not
imposed by the quaternion charge on any path.
Finally, we consider a compressive 1% strain of Sc in
the [101¯1] direction, which breaks all the mirror symme-
tries. Such a distortion results in a non-trivial separation
of CP, compatible with the quaternion charge on path Γ
in Fig. 4(a). After the separation, the two red earring
NLs of the unstrained case have merged into a single
closed NL that encircles two blue NLs, compatible with
the constraints discussed below Eq. (9). ARPES observa-
tion for this NL composition in addition to the unstrained
case could provide solid experimental support of the pre-
dictions made in this work.
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2I. HOMOTOPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF
BAND-STRUCTURE NODES
In this section, we provide an overview of how to de-
scribe nodes in metallic band structures using homotopy
theory. The discussion is structured as follows: In Sec. I A
we review the theory of band-structure nodes protected
by symmetries local in k-space, as originally worked out
in Ref. [9]. Furthermore, we also present here our gener-
alization of Ref. [9] that simultaneously describes nodal
compositions formed inside multiple band gaps. The de-
velopment of such a generalized theory is central to the
main text of our manuscript. We continue in Sec. I B by
reviewing the homotopic description of nodes in the pres-
ence of additional crystalline symmetries, such as mirror
symmetry, as recently worked out by Ref. [25].
After summarizing the key notions, we include two
mathematical subsections. In Sec. I C we summarize the
basics of homotopy theory, while in Sec. I D we derive
a pair of useful identities for homotopy groups of coset
spaces, which appear frequently in our exposition. The
theory summarized in the present section is employed
throughout the remainder of the Supplementary Infor-
mation file (SIF). It allows us to analyze and to under-
stand nodal compositions that appear in PT -symmetric
systems with various number of bands in the presence or
absence of mirror symmetry.
A. Nodes protected by PT symmetry
The description of band-structure nodes in our work
follows the method developed in Ref. [9], which has been
further generalized in Ref. [25]. The method is based
on studying the Hamiltonian on a manifold surround-
ing the node, and is ussually applied to nodes occurring
between the highest occupied (HO) and the lowest un-
occupied (LU) band. More generally, one can split the
total number of bands into the n lower ones which we
call “occupied” and the ` upper ones which we call “un-
occupied”. (We apply this terminology even if it does
not reflect the actual location of the chemical potential.)
We have this latter case in mind when discussing nodal
lines in metals.
In this work, we further generalize the method of
Refs. [9, 25] to describe nodes occurring between all pairs
of bands (including among fully occupied/unoccupied
pairs of bands) simultaneously. Both the original method
and its present generalizations require the identification
of the appropriate space of Hamiltonians M and of its
homotopy groups.
For simplicity, we consider here only systems with PT
symmetry (i.e. the composition of spatial inversion P and
time reversal T ) and with negligible spin-orbit interac-
tion, which correspond to nodal class AI of Ref. [9]. For
this symmetry class, a suitable rotation of the basis leads
to a representation PT = K (complex conjugation), im-
plying that the Hamiltonian is real at all momenta k in-
side the Brillouin zone (BZ). More generally, the method
discussed in the present subsection can be used to classify
nodes protected solely by symmetries local in k-space,
i.e. PT , PC and CT (C is charge conjugation), which
constrain the space of admissible Hamiltonians equally
at all momenta k inside the Brillouin zone (BZ) [9].
We first identify the appropriate space of Hamiltoni-
ans, which we also call the order-parameter space in the
main text. To achieve this goal, we consider a system
with n occupied and ` unoccupied bands (n, ` ≥ 1). We
write n+ ` = N for the total number of bands. At every
k ∈ BZ, we can label the bands by increasing energy as
ε1k ≤ ε2k ≤ . . . ≤ εn+`k . (1)
We further write {|ujk〉}n+`j=1 for the corresponding eigen-
states (taking into account only the cell-periodic part of
the Bloch functions). Since the Hamiltonian is real in
the presence of PT , we can locally gauge the eigenstates
to be real too. The nodes formed between HO and LU
bands correspond to a set
NnH = {k ∈ BZ|εnk = εn+1k } ⊂ BZ. (2a)
For momenta k ∈ BZ\NnH it is possible to move the en-
ergy of all the occupied (unoccupied) states to “stan-
dard” values −1 (+1) without closing the gap between
HO and LU bands, i.e. one can continuously deform the
Hamiltonian into a “standard” form
H(k)=−
n∑
j=1
|ujk〉〈ujk|+
n+∑`
j=n+1
|ujk〉〈ujk|. (2b)
We use M(n,`) to denote the space of all distinct PT -
symmetric Hamiltonians of the form in Eq. (2b).
We want to understand the topology of space M(n,`).
First, note that any Hamiltonian is completely fixed once
we provide the list of all its eigenstates, which can be
collected into an orthogonal O(n + `) matrix. However,
rotations by O(n) matirces among the occupied states
as well as rotations by O(`) matirces among the unoccu-
pied states clearly keep the form of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2b) unchanged. Therefore, we identify the space of
Hamiltonians as the coset space
M(n,`) = O(n+ `)/O(n)×O(`) (2c)
which is also called the real Grassmannian. The mo-
menta in Eq. (2a) correspond to discontinuities for the
spectral projection in Eq. (2b).
More generally, momenta that support a degeneracy
between some pair of bands build up a set
NH = {k ∈ BZ|∃j : εjk = εj+1k }. (3a)
Clearly, NH =
⋃N−1
j=1 N jH. For k ∈ BZ\NH we can move
the energies to “standard” values
∀j : εjk = j (3b)
3without encountering a spectral degeneracy in the pro-
cess. Such a spectral projection brings the Hamiltonian
to a “standard” form
H(k) =
N∑
j=1
j|ujk〉〈ujk|. (3c)
We use MN to denote the space of all distinct PT -
symmetric Hamiltonians of the form in Eq. (3c). Such
Hamiltonians are uniquely described by an orthogonal
O(N) matrix of their ordered eigenstates. However, mul-
tiplying any of the eigenstates by ±1 ≡ O(1) does not
change the form of the Hamiltonian. We therefore iden-
tify the space of Hamiltonians as the coset space
MN = O(N)/O(1)
N . (3d)
The momenta in Eq. (3a) correspond to discontinuities of
the spectral projection in Eq. (3c). We will look into the
topology of the spaces in Eq. (3d) more carefully later in
Sec. IV.
Knowing the space of Hamiltonians M (with the
appropriate subscript), we characterize band-structure
nodes using homotopy groups pip(M). To give the con-
struction a rigorous mathematical footing, we write ι(Sp)
for a chosen embedding of a p-dimensional sphere Sp in-
side BZ\NH (with the appropriate superscript on NH).
We assume that ι(Sp) does not wind around the BZ torus,
such that it would become contractible to a point in the
absence of nodes (i.e. when NH = ∅). The embedding
can be composed with the (spectrally projected) Hamil-
tonian H, which assigns each k an element of M , i.e.
Sp
ι
↪→ BZ\NH H→M, (4a)
such that the composition
H ◦ ι : Sp →M, (4b)
goes directly from the p-sphere to the space of Hamilto-
nians. Small changes of ι or H (assuming we avoid the
nodes, i.e. we demand ι(Sp)∩NH = ∅ while performing
the change) lead to continuous deformations of H ◦ ι.1
We make two observations:
1. If the embedding ι(Sp) does not enclose a node,
then it can be continuously shrunk to a single point
k0 ∈ BZ without encountering a singularity of H.
Such a deformation continuously evolves H ◦ ι to a
constant map Sp 7→ H(k0).
2. On the other hand, if the image of the p-sphere
(H◦ ι)(Sp) cannot be continuously deformed into a
constant map in M , then there must be an obstruc-
tion for shrinking ι(Sp) to a point. This implies
that ι(Sp) encloses a node.
1 For p = 1 and a 3D k-space, the embeddings ι themselves form
an interesting mathematical structure studied in the knot the-
ory [40]. We don’t pursue this direction in our work.
We infer that the presence of a robust node inside ι(Sp)
depends on whether H ◦ ι can be continuously deformed
into a constant map. Such questions belong to the realm
of homotopy theory.
Being somewhat informal for now (mathematical de-
tails appear in Sec. I C), the homotopy group pip(M) de-
scribes the equivalence classes [f ] of continuous functions
f : Sp →M , where two functions are called equivalent if
one can be changed into the other using only continuous
deformations. By taking ι(Sp) that tightly encloses just
a single node (i.e. one connected component of NH), we
can use the corresponding element [H ◦ ι] ∈ pip(M) to
assign a topological charge to that node. Codimension
counting implies that a topologically stable node of di-
mension d inside a D-dimensional BZ is revealed by a
non-trivial homotopy group piD−d−1(M) [9]. Especially,
nodal lines (points) in 3D (2D) are protected by the first
homotopy group pi1(M) of space M . The same mathe-
matical object is often called the fundamental group of
M – as we do in the main text.
The derivation of the relevant homotopy groups, and
their use in explaining the topological stability of nodal
lines in PT -symmetric systems, are discussed further in
the SIF. Here, we summarize the results which are (ex-
plicitly or implicitly) used in the main text, namely
pi1(M(n,`)) =
{
Z for n = ` = 1
Z2 for n+ ` ≥ 3 (5a)
pi1(MN ) =
 Z for N = 2Q for N = 3
PN for N ≥ 3
(5b)
where Q is the quaternion group discussed in Sec. IV A,
and PN is the Salingaros vee group of Clifford alge-
bra C`0,N−1 (called generalized quaternions in the main
text), which we describe in Sec. IV E [30]. Importantly,
groups pi1(MN ) are non-Abelian for N ≥ 3.
B. Nodes protected by mirror symmetry
The discussion in the previous subsection only applies
to nodes protected by PT , PC and CT [9] which map
every k ∈ BZ to itself. Such local-in-k symmetries con-
strain the space of admissible Hamiltonians uniformly
throughout BZ. On the other hand, additional symme-
tries lead to the presence of invariant subspaces inside
BZ where the Hamiltonian has to fulfill additional con-
straints. The description of nodes stabilized by such ad-
ditional symmetries requires a generalization of the the-
ory summarized in Sec. I A. Such a generalization has
been recently developed by Ref. [25]. Below, we present
the generalized theory for the special case of mirror sym-
metry mz : z → −z, i.e. one that flips the sign of the
z coordinate. Such symmetry setting appears repeatedly
in the main text of our work.
4The mz symmetry leads to the appearance of mz-
invariant planes, by which we mean the collection
Π = {k ∈ BZ|mzk = k} ⊂ BZ (6a)
of k-points. An mz-symmetric Hamiltonian H(k) fulfills
mˆzH(k)mˆz = H(mzk) (6b)
where mˆz represents the appropriate operator of the mir-
ror symmetry. Especially, inside the invariant plane
∀k ∈ Π : [mˆz,H(k)] = 0, (6c)
i.e. the Hamiltonian commutes with the mirror operator.
This property motivates us to define the subspace
Xmz = {H ∈M |[mˆz,H] = 0} ⊂M (6d)
of mz-symmetric Hamiltonians (limiting our attention
only to those with the standard energy spectrum).
We know that mirror symmetry can protect nodal lines
(NLs) inside Π, which are produced by the crossing of
bands with different mz eigenvalue. To generalize the de-
scription of Sec. I to nodes inside symmetric planes, note
that such nodes are naturally enclosed by mz-symmetric
p-spheres [25]. Furthermore, all the information about
the Hamiltonian on such a mz-symmetric p-sphere is con-
tained on the hemisphere on one side of the symmetric
plane (allowing us to drop the other hemisphere), which
is topologically a p-dimensional disc Dp. The boundary
of the p-disc (i.e. the equator of the original Sp) lies in-
side Π, where the Hamiltonian is constrained by Eq. (6d).
We are thus led to study continuous maps
f : Dp →M such that ∂Dp → Xmz (7)
where by f we already mean the composition of the em-
bedding with the Hamiltonian, i.e. f = H◦ι, as explained
in Sec. I A. We show in the next Sec. I C that equivalence
classes of such maps for p ≥ 2 are classified by rela-
tive homotopy group pip(M,Xmz ). To guarantee group
structure also for p = 1, we further need to require that
both endpoints ∂D1 ' S0 (a zero-dimensional sphere)
are mapped to the same connected component of Xmz .
The presence of a robust node inside a mz-symmetric
sphere ι(Sp) is revealed by a non-trivial equivalence class
[H ◦ ι] ∈ pip(M,Xmz ).
The relative homotopy groups that are relevant for our
discussion of nodal lines and nodal chain are
pi1(M(1,1), Xmz ) = Z for mˆz = diag(+,−) (8a)
pi1(M(1,2), Xmz ) = 0 for mˆz = diag(+,+,−) (8b)
pi1(M(1,2), Xmz ) = Z2 for mˆz = diag(+,+,−) (8c)
pi1(M3, Xmz ) = Z2 for mˆz = diag(+,+,−). (8d)
where the red (blue) font indicates the mˆz eigenvalue of
the occupied (unoccupied) band if the result depends on
this informaiton. In all cases, we assume that both end-
points ∂D1 are mapped to the same connected compo-
nent of Xmz . For example, the winding number nγ on an
open-ended semicircle γ with end-points at kz=0 that is
considered in the main text corresponds to Eq. (8a). The
derivation of these results appears in Secs. III and IV F
of SIF.
Finally, one may also consider p-spheres located en-
tirely inside the invariant plane. Such p-spheres corre-
spond to boundaries of the p-discs discussed above. The
equivalence classes of maps H◦ ι ≡ f on such spheres are
classified by homotopy groups pip(Xmz ). Especially, the
groups relevant for our discussion are
pi1(Xmz ⊂M(1,1)) = 0 for mˆz = diag(+,−) (9a)
pi1(Xmz ⊂M(1,2)) = Z for mˆz = diag(+,+,−) (9b)
pi1(Xmz ⊂M(1,2)) = 0 for mˆz = diag(+,+,−) (9c)
pi1(Xmz ⊂M(3)) = Z for mˆz = diag(+,+,−) (9d)
with the same color scheme as in Eqs. (8).
C. Basics of homotopy theory
In this subsection, we more formally introduce some
basic definitions and properties related to homotopy the-
ory. An expanded introduction has recently appeared in
SIF to Ref. [25]. For a rigorous mathematical treatment,
we refer the reader to Refs. [41] and [42]. A physically
motivated exposition of the same mathematical frame-
work appears in Ref. [23], where it is applied to the study
of topological defects in media with an ordered parame-
ter.
For a topological space M with a basepoint m ∈M and
for integer p ≥ 1, a (pointed) homotopy group pip(M,m)
is the set of equivalence classes [f ] of continuous functions
(sometimes called maps)
f : Ip →M such that f : ∂Ip → m (10a)
where Ip ≡ [0, 1]p is a p-dimensional hypercube, and ∂
is the boundary operator. Two functions f, g are equiv-
alent, [f ] = [g], if one can be continuously deformed into
the other while preserving the boundary condition, i.e. if
there exists a homotopy F : Ip × I →M such that
F(x, 0) = f(x)
∀x ∈ Ip, ∀y ∈ ∂Ip, ∀t ∈ I : F(x, 1) = g(x) (10b)
F(y, t) = m.
The group structure on pip(M,m) is obtained by intro-
ducing the composition rule [f ] ◦ [g] = [f ◦ g], where
(f◦g)(x1, x2, . . .)=
{
f(2x1, x2, . . .) for x1≤ 12
g(2x1−1, x2, . . .) for x1> 12
(10c)
and {xi}pi=1 ∈ [0, 1]p ≡ Ip are coordinates along the
hypercube dimensions. The inverse of f(x1, x2, . . .) is
f(1 − x1, x2, . . .), i.e. the same function with inverted
first argument. The identity element corresponds to the
equivalence class of the constant function fm : I
p 7→ m.
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FIG. S-1. (a) The first homotopy group of a torus is pi1(T
2) =
Z⊕ Z, indicating that the map f : S1 → T 2 is characterized by
one winding number in the toroidal and one in the poloidal direc-
tion. The illustrated f (red) winds once in both directions. (b)
Taking X ⊂ T 2 to be a circle (black) winding around the torus
in the poloidal direction, the resulting first relative homotopy
group is pi1(T
2, X) = Z, corresponding to the toroidal direction
only. The reason is that the endpoints of [f ] ∈ pi1(T 2, X) are
free to move along X, allowing to remove any winding in the
poloidal direction. Generally speaking, the relative homotopy
group pip(M,X) with X ⊆ M relaxes the conditions for two
maps in pip(M) to be equivalent.
The first homotopy group pi1(M) is also called the fun-
damental group of M .
Let us summarize some properties of homotopy groups.
The group pip(M,m) is Abelian (commutative) for p ≥ 2,
while it can be non-Abelian for p = 1. The zeroth ho-
motopy set pi0(M,m), which describes mappings from the
zero-dimensional sphere S0 (a collection of two points) to
M , does not in general have a group structure2. However,
an important exception occurs if M = G is a group. Then
one defines pi0(G) = G/G
0 where G0 ≤ G is the connected
component of G containing the identity [23]. A topolog-
ical space M is called path-connected (or just connected
for short) if it consists of just one connected component,
and simply connected if further pi1(M,m) = 0, i.e. if
all closed loops in M are continuously contractible to a
point. If M is path-connected, then groups pip(M,m)
for various m are mutually isomorphic, so one typically
simplifies the notation by writing only pip(M).
Note that the definition in Eq. (10a) requires that f
is constant on the hypercube boundary. This allows one
to interpret the entire boundary ∂Ip as a single point
by constructing the quotient space Ip/∂Ip ' Sp, while
preserving the continuity of f . This construction leads
to an equivalent definition of homotopy groups using p-
spheres. In this formulation, the group consists of equiv-
alence classes [f ] of continuous functions
f : Sp →M such that f : N 7→ m (11)
where the point N ∈ Sp [the “North pole” with coor-
dinates (0, . . . , 0, 1)] is the image of ∂Ip in the quotient
space. The equivalence relation and the group structure
of functions in Eq. (11) should be understood by first
expanding N back into ∂Ip, then applying the rules for-
mulated for hypercubes, and finally quotienting back to
p-spheres. In Sec. I, we use the p-sphere formulation of
homotopy groups to describe band-structure nodes.
2 Instead, the zeroth homotopy set forms a groupoid [43].
Another useful concept is that of relative homotopy
group pip(M,X,m) where m ∈ X ⊂ M and p ≥ 2 is
integer. The relative group consists of equivalence classes
[f ] of continuous functions f : Ip →M such that
f : ∂Ip → X and f : Jp−1 → m (12a)
where
Jp−1 = Ip−1×{0} ∪ (∂Ip−1)×I (12b)
is the boundary of Ip without the top face {xp = 1}.
The equivalence [f ] = [g] is defined by the existence of
homotopy F : Ip × I → M that preserves the boundary
condition, i.e. ∀x ∈ Ip, ∀y ∈ ∂Ip, ∀z ∈ Jp, and ∀t ∈ I :
F(x, 0) = f F(x, 1) = g(x)
F(y, t) ∈ X F(z, t) = m. (12c)
The group structure is achieved with the same composi-
tion rule as in Eq. (10c). To provide basic intuition about
the concept of relative homotopy, we explicitly discuss a
simple example in Fig. S-1.
Relative homotopy groups pip(M,X,m) are Abelian for
p ≥ 3, while they can be non-Abelian for p = 2. If X is
path-connected, then pip(M,X,m) for various m ∈ X are
isomorphic, hence one typically simplifies the notation by
writing just pip(M,X). The first relative homotopy set,
which consists of equivalence classes of function
f : I →M such that f : {0} 7→ m{1} → X (13)
does not in general have a group structure (instead, it
forms a groupoid [43]), although an exception occurs
when X itself is a group.
Relative homotopy groups can also be formulated using
spheres Sp and discs Dp. By a p-disc we mean a con-
tractible region inside Rp with boundary ∂Dp ' Sp−1.
First, note that Ip ' Dp are homeomorphic, i.e. one
can be continuously deformed into the other. Further-
more, Jp−1 ⊂ ∂Ip can be identified as a point inside
Ip since f |Jp−1 = m is a constant. This allows us to
continuously deform the triad (Ip ⊃ ∂Ip ⊃ Jp−1) into
(Dp ⊃ Sp−1 ⊃ N). Therefore, the relative homotopy
group pip(M,X,m) also describes equivalence classes [f ]
of continuous functions f : Dp →M subject to
f : Sp → X and f : N 7→ m (14)
The equivalence relation and the group structure in this
formulation are analogous to that of non-relative homo-
topy groups. We remark that a hemi-sphere (one half
of a p-sphere) is topologically equivalent to a p-disc with
boundary located at the equator of the original sphere.
This property makes relative homotopy groups useful to
classify band-structure nodes in the presence of certain
crystalline symmetries [25], as we explained in Sec. I B.
The relative homotopy groups of a pair (M,X) can be
often explicitly constructed if the homotopy groups of M
6and of X are already known. To show this, note that
a choice of X ⊂ M induces homomorphisms pip(X) ip→
pip(M)
jp→ pip(M,X), simply because the elements of the
former are automatically elements of the latter. Further-
more, by restricting f fulfilling Eqs. (12a) to the top face
{xp = 1}, one obtains a function, denoted ∂f , that fulfils
conditions in Eqs. (10a) with p 7→ (p−1). This boundary
map induces a homomorphism pip(M,X)
∂p→ pip−1(X).
One can thus build a long sequence of homomorphisms
...
ip→pip(M) jp→pip(M,X)∂p→pip−1(X)ip−1→ pip−1(M)jp−1→... (15)
which can be shown to be exact [41], meaning that the
image of any arrow in the sequence equals the kernel of
the next one. In practice, one combines the exactness of
the sequence in Eq. (15) with the relation between the
image and the kernel of a group homomorphism. For
example, if ϕ : G1 → G2 is a group homomorphism, then
there exists an isomoprhism
imϕ ∼= G1/ kerϕ. (16)
Two example derivations of relative homotopy groups ap-
pear below in Sec. I D. More technical examples which are
directly relevant for the discussion of NLs in the presence
of mirror symmetry appear later in Secs. III and IV F.
D. Homotopy groups of coset spaces
In many situations, it is possible to treat the space of
Hamiltonians as a coset space3
M = G/H (17)
where G and H are groups. Such a situation arises natu-
rally if one can generate the entire space M of Hamiltoni-
ans by acting on a selected one with a group of transfor-
mations G, while for every selected Hamiltonian H ∈M
there exists a normal subgroup H / G4 which keeps H in-
variant (also called stabilizer group or isotropy subgroup
of H ∈ M). Spaces of the form in Eq. (17) allow us to
3 An element of the left coset space G/H (right coset space H\G)
is a set obtained by acting on the group H from the left (from
the right) by an element g ∈ G, i.e. gH = {gh|h ∈ H} (or
Hg = {hg|h ∈ H}). If H is a normal subsgroup of G (see the
next footnote), then the left and right coset spaces coincide, i.e.
G/H = H\G.
4 By definition, normal subgroup H / G commutes (as a set) with
all elements of G, i.e. formally ∀g ∈ G : gHg−1 = H. The
interpretation in the present context is that all the Hamiltonians
H ∈ M should have the same isotropy subgroup. This latter
property further follows from the assumption that the space of
Hamiltonians M can be obtained by acting on a chosen element
H ∈ M transitively by a group of transformations G, i.e. by
definition M is a homogeneous space.
derive certain simple results for homotopy groups pip(M)
by virtue of the long exact sequence in Eq. (15) [23].
More specifically, let us assume that G is a Lie group
which is path-connected [pi0(G) = 0] and simply connected
[pi1(G) = 0]. If we start with a group G that does not
satisfy these conditions, the remedy is to first replace it
by its connected component containing identity G0, and
then to take its universal cover G˜0, which by construction
is simply connected. Both constructions are uniquely de-
fined for an arbitrary Lie group G. We encounter exam-
ples of such constructions in Secs. II B, IV A and IV E.
Furthermore, a theorem by Cartan [44, 45] guarantees
that for all Lie groups also pi2(G) = 0. We show that the
simultaneous triviality of pi0,1,2(G) together imply that
pi1(G/H) = pi0(H) = H/H
0 (18a)
pi2(G/H) = pi1(H
0) (18b)
where H0 is the connected component of H containing
the identity. The derivation of Eqs. (18) is somewhat
technical and fills the rest of the present section.
We first derive the result in Eq. (18a). Let us consider a
circle S1 continuously embedded in G/H with a basepoint
at coset H (which is a point inside the coset space). This
embedding is described by a map f : I → G/H subject
to f(0) = f(1) = H. There exists a lift of f into a
continuous map g : I → G such that g(0) = e is the
identity element and g(1) ∈ H. We can thus express
pi1(G/H) = pi1(G,H), i.e. as the first relative homotopy
group of the pair G ≥ H (which is a stronger statement
than the subspace relation G ⊇ H). We obtain from the
long exact sequence in Eq. (15) and from the triviality
pi1,2(G) = 0 that
0
j1→ pi1(G/H) ∂1→ pi0(H) i0→ 0. (19a)
It follows from the exactness that ker ∂1 = 0 and that
im ∂1 = pi0(H), which together imply that ∂1 is a group
isomorphism. Recalling the definition of zeroth homo-
topy group of a group in Sec. I C, we arrive at the result
in Eq. (18a).
To derive Eq. (18b), let us consider a map f : I2 →
G/H subject to f(∂I2) = H. Such a map f can be lifted
into a map g : I2 → G fulfilling g : ∂I2 → H. Because
of the continuity of g, the boundary map ∂g must lie in
a single connected component of H. Therefore, using an
appropriate multiplication within the group and homo-
topy, we are able to continuously deform the lift such
that it fulfills g : ∂I2 → H0 and g(J1) = e. We can
thus express pi2(G/H) = pi2(G,H
0), i.e. as the second rel-
ative homotopy group of pair G ≥ H0. Considering the
exact sequence (15) for p = 2 together with the trivial
homotopy groups pi0,1(G) = 0, we obtain
0
j2→ pi2(G/H) ∂2→ pi1(H0) i1→ 0 (19b)
Similar to our discussion of Eq. (19a), it follows from the
exactness of Eq. (19b) that ∂2 is a group isomorphism,
such that Eq. (18b) automatically follows.
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FIG. S-2. Planar directors with the indicated winding number around the defect in the center (black dot). If the directors are allowed
to rotate out of the plane, as is the case for PT -symmetric Hamiltonians with n = 1 occupied and ` = 2 unoccupied bands (or vice
versa) or for unixial nematics, then only the Z2 parity remains well defined. For example, the n = 2 singularity (panel e) clearly goes
away after a continuous transformation that orients all the directors to be perpendicular to the plane of the paper. Alternatively,
rotating all the directors of the n = −1 defect (panel b) by pi around the indicated axis (while keeping the positions of the directors
unchanged) transforms the picture into the situation with n = 1 (panel d).
II. PT -SYMMETRIC NODAL LINES
In this section, we apply homotopy theory presented
in Sec. I to derive the topological charge and the proper-
ties of nodal lines (NLs) in three-dimensional (3D) PT -
symmetric systems with negligible spin-orbit coupling
(SOC). The discussion here ignores the possible presence
of a mirror symmetry, which will be explicitly included in
the next Sec. III. Furthermore, we only consider here the
description of nodes between the highest occupied (HO)
and the lowest unoccupied (LU) band5 as developed by
Ref. [9]. The generalized multi-band description of NLs
appears later in Sec. IV.
Our discussion is structured as follows. We begin in
Sec. II A with a brief overview of NLs in two-band mod-
els, which are protected by a Z-valued winding number.
Subsequently, we discuss in Sec. II B NLs of three-band
models, which are protected by a Z2-valued topological
charge related to quantization of Berry phase. We will
see that NLs in three-band models are mathematically
related to pi-vortex lines in (uniaxial) nematic liquid crys-
tals.
A. Two-band models
We consider a two-band model with one occupied and
one unoccupied band. The most general (spectrally flat-
tened) Hamiltonian in Eq. (2b) simplifies to
H2(k) = 1− 2|uok〉〈uok| (20a)
where |uok〉 is the cell-periodic component of the two-
component Bloch function corresponding to the lower
energy (i.e. “occupied”) state. The commutation with
PT = K allows us to locally gauge |uok〉 to be real. It
follows from Eq. (20a) that this vector uniquely specifies
5 In the case metals, we apply the terminology of HO and LU
bands to denote two consecutive bands even if these labels do
not reflect the actual occupation of the bands by electrons.
the Hamiltonian, so we can visualize the Hamiltonian it-
self as a normalized two-component (i.e. planar) vector.
However, this description contains a redundancy in the
overall sign of the vector, meaning that the Hamiltonian
in Eq. (20a) can be represented as a planar unoriented
director. Therefore, the order-parameter space is topo-
logically a circle S1 with identified antipodal points. But
such an identification S1/Z2 ∼= S1 is still a circle, i.e.
M(1,1) = O(2)/O(1)×O(1) ∼= S1/Z2 ∼= S1. (20b)
The first homotopy group is easy to find, namely
pi1(M(1,1)) = Z. (20c)
The defects in two (three) spatial dimensions are nodal
points (lines) characterized by an integer winding num-
ber n ∈ Z. We call such defects npi-vortices, since the
director rotates by npi when carried around the defect.
A few simple examples of fields exhibiting defects with
n ∈ 0,±1,±2 are plotted in Fig. S-2. As mentioned in
the main text, the integer character of the charge assigns
these topological defects a well-defined orientation.
B. Three-band models
Spectrally flattened Hamiltonians H(1,2)(k) of a sys-
tem with n = 1 occupied and ` = 2 unoccupied bands can
be expressed again using the right-hand side of Eq. (20a),
where |uok〉 is now a three-component real normalized vec-
tor. Since the vector is well-defined only up to an overall
sign, the Hamiltonian is encoded by an unoriented direc-
tor in three dimensions,
M(1,2) ∼= S2/Z2 ≡ RP 2 (21a)
where RP 2 is called the real projective plane. It can
be visualized as a hemisphere with identified antipo-
dal points along the equator, see Fig. S-3(a). By sym-
metry, the space of Hamiltonians with switched num-
ber of occupied and unoccupied states is the same, i.e.
M(1,2) ' M(2,1). A mathematically equivalent situation
to Eq. (21a) arises in (uniaxial) nematic liquid crystals,
where the unoriented director describes the configuration
8of long molecules with approximate cylindrical symme-
try [46, 47].
To derive the homotopy groups of M(1,2), it is conve-
nient to rewrite the expression in Eq. (21a) as a coset
space [23]
M(1,2) ∼= SO(3)/D∞ ∼= SU(2)/D∞ (21b)
with a simply connected Lie group SU(2) in the numer-
ator, such that one can apply the theorems derived in
Sec. I D. The relations in Eq. (21b) are understood as
follows. First, SO(3) is a Lie group of transformations
(rotations) acting on the director, while the infinite di-
hedral group D∞ < SO(3) is the isotropy subgroup that
keeps a chosen director invariant. It comprises rotations
by arbitrary angle around the director as well as all pi-
rotations around axes perpendicular to the director. The
group D∞ is non-Abelian, and it can be expressed as a
semidirect product [48] D∞ = SO(2) o Z2. Assuming
Cartesian coordinates with ±zˆ along the director, the
isotropy subgroup consists of matrices
R0(α) = e
αL3 =
 cosα − sinα 0sinα cosα 0
0 0 1
 (22a)
and
R1(α) = e
αL3epiL1 =
 cosα sinα 0sinα − cosα 0
0 0 −1
 (22b)
where α ∈ [0, 2pi) and matrices
(Li)jk = −ijk (23a)
(εijk is the fully antisymmetric tensor) form the basis
of Lie algebra so(3). As a topological space, D∞ looks
like the disjoint union of two circles (denoted S1 q S1).
We set the subscript a ∈ {0, 1} of Ra(α) according to
the corresponding element of the zeroth homotopy group
pi0(D∞) = Z2, which captures the two-component struc-
ture of D∞. The connected component containing the
identity is D0∞ ∼= SO(2) ∼= S1.
The second transformation in Eq. (21b) corresponds
to taking the double cover in order to obtain a simply
connected group of transformations in the numerator.
The lift of a matrix R ∈ SO(3) into the double cover
Spin(3) = SU(2) is achieved by replacing the generators
Lj in R = e
αiLi by su(2) basis elements
tj = − i2σj . (23b)
which obey the same structure constants [49]. We use
the symbol σi to denote the Pauli matrices.
The same substitution is performed on the subgroup
D∞, which yields the lift D∞ < SU(2) consisting of
R0(α) = e
αt3 =
(
e−i
α
2 0
0 ei
α
2
)
(24a)
and
R1(α) = e
αt3epit1 =
(
0 −ie−iα2
−ieiα2 0
)
(24b)
where now α ∈ [0, 4pi) because of the double covering.
Here as well as in the following sections, we denote the
lift of a point group H ≤ SO(N) into the double cover
Spin(N) with a horizontal bar, i.e. as H.
As a topological space, the group D∞ is still home-
omorphic to S1 q S1, and the subscript of Ra(α) is
again chosen according to the corresponding element
of pi0(D∞) = Z2. It follows by applying theorems in
Eqs. (18a) and (18b) from Sec. I D that
pi1(M(1,2)) = pi0(D∞) = Z2 (25a)
pi2(M(1,2)) = pi1(D∞ 0) = Z (25b)
These results describe the topological charge of nodes in
nodal class AI with n = 1 and ` = 2 bands. In particular,
Eq. (25a) implies the possibility of nodal points (lines)
in 2D (3D) systems. The Z2 character of the topolog-
ical charge implies that, unlike the two-band case, one
cannot assign nodal lines in three-band models a well-
defined orientation. It can be shown that the Z2 char-
acter of the fundamental group does not change if the
number of bands grows to n+ ` > 3 [8, 9]. Furthermore,
Eq. (25b) states that closed nodal loops (which can be en-
closed by S2) can carry an additional integer charge, so-
called monopole charge. Although this property of nodal
lines [8, 9] is not directly relevant to our exposition in
the main text, Ref. [32] uncovers some deeper connec-
tions between the monopole charge and the non-Abelian
topology derived in Sec. IV.
An example of a non-trivial map from S1 to M(1,2)
is shown in Fig. S-3(a). The defect can be called a pi-
vortex, since the director performs a pi-rotation when
carried around the defect. Importantly, there is no dif-
ference between a +pi and a −pi vortex. Indeed, rotating
all the directors in Fig. S-2(b) by pi around the indicated
horizontal axis (while keeping the positions of the indi-
vidual directors fixed) produces the field in Fig. S-2(d).
Therefore, the winding number n is now defined only
modulo 2, thus manifesting the underlying Z2 character
stated by Eq. (25a). Consequently, any pair of non-trivial
vortices can annihilate when brought together. The re-
alization of a node carrying a non-trivial value of the
second -homotopy charge (25b) requires three spatial di-
mensions. An example of such a “hedgehog” defect is
illustrated in Fig. S-3(b,c).
III. NODAL CHAINS PROTECTED BY PT
AND MIRROR SYMMETRY
With a solid understanding of NLs protected by PT in
systems with negligible SOC, we turn our attention to the
formation of nodal chains in the presence of an additional
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FIG. S-3. (a) Real projective plane RP 2 in Eq. (21a) can be represented as a hemisphere with identified antipodal points on the
equator. The blue path γ is closed and represents a non-trivial element of the homotopy group in Eq. (25a). The particular choice of
γ in (a) encodes an order-parameter field similar to that of Fig. S-2(d). (b) A node with a non-trivial value of the second-homotopy
charge in Eq. (25b) can be obtained by revolving the indicated field of directors with two point defects (black dots) around the green
line in the centre. Revolution of the two point nodes produces a nodal loop in 3D. (c) Shrinking the nodal loop to a single point
(blue dot) creates a “hedgehog” defect characterized by a non-trivial element of the second homotopy group in Eq. (25b).
mirror symmetry. This requires the application of the
relative homotopy description developed in Ref. [25] and
reviewed in Sec. I B.
We begin the discussion in Sec. III A by considering
two-band models. We show that the presence of a single
mirror symmetry enables the formation of intersecting
NLs, and we identify a topological invariant responsible
for the stability of the NL crossing point (CP), corre-
sponding to Eq. (8a). Near the CP, two NLs always ap-
proach each other at right angle. Removing the mirror
symmetry (e.g. through the application of strain) de-
taches the NLs. However, the detachment is never triv-
ial towards a horizontal and a vertical NL. Instead, the
separated NLs are “mixed”, and perform a sharp over-
turn around the former position of the CP. We show that
this behavior also follows from the computed homotopy
groups.
In Sec. III B we show that including a third band re-
moves the mirror-induced topological invariant protect-
ing the CP of two-band models. This is reflected by the
fact that the homotopy group in Eq. (8b) is trivial. In-
deed, we demonstrate that touching NLs can be trivially
separated through a process of hybridization with the
additional band. However, we observe that such a sepa-
ration is only possible at the cost of connecting together
another pair of bands. This observation of CP transfer
eventually leads us to consider the multi-band description
outlined in Sec. I A. Armed with more powerful mathe-
matical tools, we explain in Sec. IV the transfer of CPs
using a Z2 invariant corresponding to Eq. (8d).
A. Two-band models
An extensive discussion of two-band PT -symmetric
Hamiltonians with additional mz mirror symmetry ap-
pears in the main text. Rather than repeating the ge-
ometric arguments presented in the main text, we re-
formulate here the topological arguments explaining the
stability of CPs using the homotopy language of Sec. I.
Although more abstract, the advantage of the homotopy
approach is that it provides a striaghtforward general-
ization to the case of multiple bands. When an explicit
Hamiltonian example is necessary, we suggest the reader
to consider the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) of the main text,
which creates the NL compositions plotted in Fig. 1 of
the main text.
For a generic momentum k ∈ BZ, the space of
(spectrally projected) Hamiltonians is M(1,1) = S
1, cf.
Eq. (20b). NLs lying outside the symmetric plane are still
stabilized by the integer winding number in Eq. (20c),
just like in the absence of the mirror symmetry. On the
other hand, for momenta k inside themz-invariant plane,
the Hamiltonian has to commute with the mirror opera-
tor. Assuming mˆz = σz, the subspace of mz-symmetric
Hamiltonians reduces to
Xmz = {±σz} ' S0. (26a)
Therefore, NLs lying inside the kz = 0 plane can be in-
terpreted as domain walls between regions with different
mirror eigenvalue of the occupied band (denoted λok in
the main text). Using the language of homotopy theory,
we say that in-plane NLs are protected by the zeroth
homotopy group
pi0(Xmz ) = Z2. (26b)
The Z2 character implies that any pair of in-plane NLs
can be mutually removed from the mz-invariant plane.
The value of the charge in Eq. (26b) for a pair of points
k1,k2 is labeled νk1,k2 in the main text.
While the invariant in Eq. (26b) fixes the correspond-
ing NL to the mz-invariant plane, in-plane NLs also carry
a non-trivial value of the winding number in Eq. (20c).
To see this, recall from Eq. (1) of the main text that we
can decompose the Hamiltonian using the Pauli matrices
σx,y,z as
H(k) = hx(k)σx + hz(k)σz, (27a)
where hx(k) is an odd and hz(k) is an even function
of kz when mz is present. The space of Hamiltonians
in Eq. (20b) is related to the normalization of the band
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energies to ±1. Explicitly,
M(1,1) =
{
(hx, hz) ∈ R2|h2x + h2z = 1
} ∼= S1. (27b)
We know that hx(k) changes sign across the kz = 0 plane.
Furthermore, an in-plane NL acts like a domain wall sep-
arating regions with positive vs. negative hz(k). Since
both hx,z(k) are odd functions of k in the vicinity of an
in-plane NL, it follows that a small loop enclosing the
NL winds non-trivially around the space in Eq. (27b),
i.e. it carries a non-trivial value of the winding number
in Eq. (20c). The consequence is that in-plane NLs are
not gapped upon breaking the mz symmetry, but are just
released outside of the mz-invariant plane.
To understand the stability of CPs, one needs to con-
sider closed mz-symmetric paths, which pass through the
mz-invariant plane at two points ∂γ with the same value
of λok [25]. Because of the mz symmetry, all the informa-
tion about the Hamiltonian H on such a closed path Γ
is contained on the open-ended segment γ located in the
upper half-space. Taking into account the orientation of
the paths, we have
Γ = (mzγ)
−1 ◦ γ. (28a)
When composing paths, we use the convention that we
first go along the path indicated to the right of the com-
position symbol [i.e. γ in the case of Eq. (28a)]. The
inverse in the superscript indicates that we traverse the
corresponding path in the reverse direction.
The segment lying in the upper half-space can be un-
derstood as an embedding of a one-dimensional disc D1,
γ = ι(D1) (28b)
If the spectrum on γ is gapped, the endpoints ∂D1 ∼= S0
are mapped by H ◦ ι to Xmz , while all the intermedi-
ate points of D1 are mapped to M(1,1). According to the
discussion in Sec. I B, the equivalence classes of such con-
strained maps are captured by the first relative homotopy
set pi1(M(1,1), Xmz ) [25].
We mentioned in Sec. I B that the first relative homo-
topy set does not in general have a group structure. To
avoid this complication, we restrict our attention to situ-
ations where both endpoints ∂D1 are mapped by H◦ ι to
the same connected component of Xmz . This is sufficient
to guarantee a group structure [41]. In practice, this re-
striction implies that the endpoints ∂γ should lie inside
domains with the same mˆz eigenvalue of the the occupied
band. However, since connected components of Xmz are
points, the relative homotopy group is isomorphic to the
non-relative (pointed) homotopy group in Eq. (20c), i.e.
it is just a winding number,
pi1(M(1,1), X
+) = pi1(M(1,1), X
−) = Z. (29a)
In the previous expression, we use X+ (X−) to denote
the connected component of Xmz with positive (nega-
tive) mz eigenvalue λ
o
k of the occupied band. The in-
teger invariant in Eq. (29a) counts the number of turns
a b
c d
g
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FIG. S-4. (Similar to Fig. 2 of the main text.) A pair of in-plane
NLs (red) is enclosed by a mz-symmetric path Γ, which is de-
composed into a segment γ (green) lying in the upper half-space,
and its mirror image mzγ (bright pink) lying in the lower half-
space. The endpoints ∂γ (black dots) lie inside the mz-invariant
plane. The in-plane NLs separate regions with a different mˆz
eigenvalue of the occupied band (shown in two shades of blue).
The endpoints ∂γ lie inside regions of the same mˆz eigenvalue.
(a,b) Colliding a pair of in-plane NLs with opposite winding leads
to a simple reconnection of the NLs. (c,d) Colliding in-plane NLs
with parallel winding leads to the appearance of two out-of-plane
NL arcs. The crossing point (CP) connecting the out-of-plane
NLs to the in-plane NLs is protected by the invariant in Eq. (29a)
along the semi-circle γ.
performed by (H ◦ ι)(D1) inside M = S1. The image of
the complete path Γ exhibits twice that number of turns
in M , corresponding to even integers in pi1(M).
To see how the result in Eq. (29a) facilitates robust
crossing points (CPs) of NLs, consider a path Γ encircling
a pair of nodal lines with parallel winding as illustrated
in Fig. S-4(c). Clearly, the Z2 invariant of Eq. (26b) car-
ried by ∂D1 is trivial because both endpoints lie in re-
gions with the same mˆz eigenvalue of the occupied state.
It is therefore possible to pairwise remove segments of
the two in-plane NLs from the mz-invariant plane using
a symmetry-preserving deformation of the Hamiltonian,
such as to make the two endpoints ∂γ contractible to a
single point without encountering a node. However, the
winding number on Γ is clearly non-vanishing, namely
|nΓ| = 2 (or equivalently |nγ | = 1 for the segment in
the upper half-space). This implies the presence of a
node preventing the contraction of Γ to a point even af-
ter segments of the in-plane NLs have been pairwise re-
moved. We thus deduce that a pair of out-of-plane NL
must appear which are connected to the in-plane NLs as
in Fig. S-4(d).
The existence of robust CPs follows from a non-trivial
group pi1(M,Xmz ) in the presence of the mz symmetry.
However, the charge |nΓ| = 2 is meaningful even in the
absence of the mirror. This implies that an obstruction
for shrinking Γ to a point persists even when mz is bro-
ken. Since the trivial separation of the NL composition
into the in-plane and the out-of-plane component would
make Γ contractible to a point, such a scenario is topolog-
ically prohibitted. Instead, breaking mz has to mix the
in-plane and out-of-plane NLs as observed in Fig. 1(e,f)
of the main text.
The discussion in the previous paragraph should be
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FIG. S-5. (Related to Fig. 3(a–c) of the main text.) NLs (red)
formed by the lower two bands of the model in Eq. (30a) for
t = 1
2
and indicated values of E0. The crossing point (indicated
by black arrow) disentangles trivially for E0 < 0, indicating a
violation of the two-band description presented in Sec. III A. The
insets show the band structure along the line of kx = 0 and
kz = 0. Bands plotted in black (green) color have positive
(negative) mˆz eigenvalue.
contrasted with the situation in Fig. S-4(a) when Γ en-
circles in-plane NLs with opposite winding. In that case,
the winding number on Γ vanishes, such that colliding a
pair of in-plane NLs does not produce out-of-plane NLs.
Instead, only a simple reconnection of the in-plane NLs
occurs as illustrated in Fig. S-4(b).
Before concluding this section, note that within the
two-band approximation
pi1(Xmz ⊂M(1,1)) = 0. (29b)
This means that any in-plane closed path Γ can be con-
tracted to a point without encountering a band degener-
acy (such process may require an appropriate continuous
deformation of the Hamiltonian). Especially, the result
in Eq. (29b) implies that an out-of-plane NL can cross the
symmetric plane only along an in-plane NL, i.e it auto-
matically produces a CP. This statement is easily proved
by contradiction: An out-of-plane NL crossing the sym-
metric plane away from the in-plane NL would create a
point singularity inside the symmetric plane. This point
singularity could be enclosed by S1 which should carry
a non-trivial value of charge pi1(Xmz ). But within the
two-band approximation, this homotopy group is trivial,
leading to the contradiction.
B. Three-band models
In this subsection, we show that the topological invari-
ant pi1(M,Xmz ) protecting intersections of NLs becomes
absent if additional bands are present. We first demon-
strate the instability of TPs explicitly on a simple model
adapted from the main text, before rooting this fact in
homotopy theory. However, we conclude this subsection
with an observation that the TP does not vanish alto-
gether, but is instead transferred in between another pair
of bands. This observation eventually motivates us to
consider the multi-band generalization of the homotopic
description of band-structure nodes outlined in Sec. I A,
which we further develop in Sec. IV.
To observe the separability of the CP in a solvable
model, we consider again the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7) of
the main text, i.e.
H(k) =
 E0 tkx tkztkx ky kxkz
tkz kxkz −ky
 (30a)
which respects two mirror symmetries, represented by
mˆz = diag(1, 1,−1) (30b)
mˆx = diag(1,−1, 1). (30c)
Only the presence of the mz mirror is relevant for the
subsequent discussion, while the role of mx is only to
simplify the Hamiltonian. We set the hybridization am-
plitude to t = 12 , and we keep the orbital energy E0 as
a tunable parameter. Assuming first that only one band
is occupied, we find a pair of NLs formed by the lower
(labelled ↓) pair of bands at
k↓NL,z(E0, p) =
(
p, 12 (−E0 +
√
E20 + 2(tp)
2), 0
)
(31a)
k↓NL,x(E0, p) =
(
0, 12 (+E0 −
√
E20 + 2(tp)
2), p
)
(31b)
where p ∈ R is a parameter running along the NLs, and
the subscript z (x) indicates that the NL lies inside the
kz = 0 (kx= 0) plane. For E0 ≥ 0, these NLs form a CP
at kCP =(0, 0, 0). However, the CP disentangles trivially
for E0 < 0, see Fig. S-5(c).
We explain the separability of intersecting NLs within
three-band models using homotopy theory. Accord-
ing to Eq. (21a), the space of spectrally flattened PT -
symmetric Hamiltonians with one occupied and two un-
occupied bands is M(1,2) ' RP 2, with pi1(M(1,2)) = Z2.
On the other hand, the most general PT -symmetric
Hamiltonian commuting with mˆz in Eq. (30b) is
H =
(
d01 + dxσx + dzσz 0
0 ε
)
(32a)
where d0,x,z and ε are real parameters. The eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (32a) are d0±
√
d2x + d
2
z (with
positive mˆz eigenvalue) and ε (negative mˆz eigenvalue).
The mz-symmetric subspace Xmz⊂M(1,2) consists of two
disjoint components
Xmz = X
+ qX− (32b)
where the superscript indicates the mˆz eigenvalue of the
occupied state. The existence of the two components
can be restated by pi0(Xmz ) = Z2, i.e. in-plane NLs can
still be interpreted as domain walls between regions with
opposite sign of the mˆz eigenvalue λ
o
k.
The connected components of X are homotopic to
X− ' point and X+ ' S1 (33a)
where the first is obtained from Eq. (32a) by setting d0 =
1, dx = dz = 0 and ε = −1, while the latter corresponds
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FIG. S-6. (a) Schematic illustration of nodal lines (NLs, red) of
the three-band Hamiltonian in Eq. (30a) for E0 = 1. The NLs
intersect at a crossing point (CP). For simplicity, we have only
considered terms to linear order in p on the right-hand side of
Eqs. (31). The horizontal mz-invariant plane is colored with two
shades of blue according to the mˆz eigenvalues of the occupied
band. The endpoints of open-ended green path γ1 (γ2) are lo-
cated inside region X+ (X−). To each path we can assign an
element of the relevant relative homotopy group in Eq. (35a).
In the presence of mz symmetry, path γ1 (γ2) carries (does not
carry) a topological obstruction. (b) By decreasing E0 to neg-
ative values, the CP disentangles while making γ2 (but not γ1)
contractible to a point, compatible with the absence/presence of
a topological obstruction on the path. (c) Flipping the locations
of the X+ and X− regions reverses the directions in which the
NLs detach for E0 < 0.
to the choice d0 = 0, d
2
x + d
2
z = 1 and ε = 1. For the
following arguments, we further need to know the nature
of the inclusion
ι : X+ ↪→M(1,2) (33b)
Parametrizing X+ using dx=− sin θ and dz =cos θ with
θ ∈ [0, 2pi), we find that the wave-function of the occupied
band in a globally continuous gauge (it is impossible to
find a globally continuous real gauge) is
|uo(θ)〉= e
−iθ/2
√
2
(
sin θ2 , cos
θ
2 , 0
)>. (34)
The Berry connection [33, 50] isAoθ = 〈uo(θ)| ∂θ |uo(θ)〉 =− i2 in this gauge. The corresponding Berry phase ϕB =
i
∮ 2pi
0
trAoθdθ = pi (mod 2pi) is non-trivial. This means
that X+ ' S1 winds non-trivially around Mmz , i.e. it
corresponds to the non-trivial element of the first homo-
topy group in Eq. (25a).
We use the obtained information to study the first rel-
ative homotopy group of pair (M(1,2), Xmz ), assuming
again that the endpoints ∂D1 lie inside the same con-
nected component of Xmz . The result depends on the
choice of the component, namely
pi1(M(1,2), X
−) = Z2 and pi1(M(1,2), X+) = 0. (35a)
These results follow from the exactness of sequences
pi1(X
−)
0
i1→
→
M(1,2)
Z2
j1→
→
pi1(M(1,2), X
−)
??
∂1→
→
pi0(X
−)
0
(35b)
and
pi1(X
+)
Z
i1→
→
M(1,2)
Z2
j1→
→
pi1(M(1,2), X
+)
??
∂1→
→
pi0(X
+)
0
(35c)
where in the lower rows we inserted the known homo-
topy groups of a point, S1, and RP 2. To derive the lat-
ter result in Eq. (35a), one has to put in by hand that
im i1 = Z2 in the sequence of Eq. (35c), which is a con-
sequence of the non-trivial inclusion (33b). The reason
that pi1(M(1,2), S
1) is smaller than pi1(M(1,2),point) is ul-
timately the same as for the poloidal circle on a torus in
Fig. S-1. Furthermore,
pi1(X
−) = 0 and pi1(X+) = Z, (35d)
meaning that only the latter admits out-of-plane NLs
crossing the symmetric plane at points away from in-
plane NLs, see Fig. S-6(b,c).
Let us discuss the physical consequences of homotopy
groups in Eqs. (35). We first consider the Hamiltonian
of Eq. (30a) for E0 = 1, which exhibits the intersecting
NLs illustrated in Fig. S-5(a). For simplicity, we approx-
imate Eq. (31) to linear order in p, obtaining straight
NLs shown in Fig. S-6(a). The in-plane NL separates re-
gions with positive/negative mˆz eigenvalue of the occu-
pied band. To discuss the stability of the CP, we consider
two open-ended paths γ1,2 winding around the CP with
both endpoints ∂γ1 (∂γ2) lying inside the region with pos-
itive (negative) mˆz eigenvalue of the occupied band, as
shown in Fig. S-6(a). According to Eq. (35a), symmetry-
preserving deformations of the Hamiltonian that keep
the spectrum along the paths gapped can make γ2 con-
tractible to a point (there is no topological charge), while
this is not possible for γ1 (because of a Z2 obstruction).
One thus deduces that the CP can be disconnected by
moving the vertical NL inside the X+ region, as illus-
trated in Fig. S-6(b). However, it is not possible to detach
the TP by moving the vertical NL into the X− region.
(More generally, it can be shown by considering mod-
els with multiple bands that the CP can be separated in
both directions if there is at least one band with positive
and at least one band with negative mˆz eigenvalue among
both the occupied as well as the unoccupied states.)
The conclusions from the previous paragraph are also
compatible with the homotopy groups in Eq. (35d). Be-
cause of the triviality of pi1(X
−), an isolated out-of-plane
NL cannot cross the symmetric plane through the X−
region. One thus immediately concludes that if CP sep-
aration takes place, the vertical NL must shift into the
X+ region, where pi1(X
+) is non-trivial.
Before concluding this section, let us briefly discuss
NLs formed between the pair of unoccupied bands (la-
belled ↑) of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (30a). These are
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FIG. S-7. (Related to Fig. 3(a–c) of the main text.) NLs (blue)
formed by the upper two bands of the model in Eq. (30a) for the
indicated values of E0. We observe the appearance of a crossing
point (CP, indicated by black arrow) of the NLs at E0 = 0,
simultaneously with the disappearance of the CP in Fig. S-5.
The insets show the band structure along the line of kx = 0
and kz = 0. Bands plotted in black (green) color have positive
(negative) mx eigenvalue.
described by
k↑NL,z(E0, p) =
(
p, 12 (−E0 −
√
E20 + 2(tp)
2), 0
)
(36a)
k↑NL,x(E0, p) =
(
0, 12 (+E0 +
√
E20 + 2(tp)
2), p
)
,(36b)
with p ∈ R, and are plotted in Fig. S-7. We observe
that simultaneously with separating the intersecting NLs
formed by the lower two bands in Fig. S-5, a pair of NLs
formed by the upper two bands become connected by a
CP. In other words, a nodal chain between one pair of
bands is separated, while at the same time a nodal chain
appears between a neighboring pair of bands. The CP
thus does not disappear altogether, but is transferred in
between another pair of bands.
It turns out that none of the charges in Eqs. (35) is ca-
pable of explaining the observed transfer of the CP. The
reason is that the information about the dispersion of the
unoccupied bands is lost after performing the spectral
projection of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2b), since it brings
both of these states to energy +1. In the next section,
we build upon the generalized homotopic description of
band-structure nodes outlined in Sec. I A, which is based
on the less coarse spectral projection of Eq. (3c). We
find that the CP transfer observed in Figs. S-5 and S-
7 (plotted jointly as Fig. 3(a–c) of the main text) can
be explained using such an extended theory. Surpris-
ingly, the generalized theory assigns nodal lines in PT -
symmetric systems a non-Abelian charge, leading to non-
trivial “braiding rules” in k-space.
IV. MULTI-BAND DESCRIPTION
In the previous Sec. III B we found that certain prop-
erties of NLs in PT -symmetric systems cannot be ex-
plained using the standard approach of Refs. [9, 25]
which projects all the occupied (unoccupied) bands to
energy −1 (+1). However, we argued that the multi-
band description of NLs based on the spectral projection
in Eq. (3c) should have the power to also describe the
novel properties of NLs reported in our manuscript. In
this section, we further develop this generalized theory.
The present section is organized as follows. We be-
gin in Sec. IV A with explicitly discussing the general-
ized theory in the case of N = 3 bands and in the ab-
sence of mirror symmetry. We find that NLs of such PT -
symmetric systems can be described using the quaternion
group, which leads to certain non-Abelian properties. In
the next Sec IV B we show that the classification of NLs
in three-band models is, in fact, mathematically equiva-
lent to the classification of vortex lines in biaxial nematic
liquid crystals – a problem that has been theoretically
analyzed four decades ago [22, 31, 46, 51]. Especially,
we use Sec. IV C to discuss properties of NLs under ex-
change (i.e. “braiding rules”), following closely the dis-
cussion of vortex lines in biaxial nematics by Ref. [23].
In Sec. IV D, we formulate consistency criteria for admis-
sible NL compositions, which arise as a consequence of
the non-Abelian topological charge.
In the remaining parts of this section, we generalize the
simple non-Abelian three-band description in two ways.
First, in Sec. IV E we generalize the decription to an
arbitrary number N ≥ 3 of bands, which involves the
application of Clifford algebras [29] and Salingaros vee
groups [30, 52–54]. In the main text, we refer to the result
as generalized quaternion charge. Finally, in Sec. IV F
we include mirror symmetry into the three-band model,
which in combination with the relative homotopy descrip-
tion presented in Sec. I B allows us to explain the transfer
of CP observed in Sec. III B.
A. Quaternion charge in three-band models
We consider the multi-band theory of band-structure
nodes in PT -symmetric systems as outlined in Sec. I A
for the specifc case N = 3. We are not interested in
the occupation of the individual bands by electrons, but
only in the overall NL composition exhibited by the whole
band structure. The notion of chemical potential is ir-
relevant for the discussion. The presented mathematical
arguments are adapted from Ref. [23].
First, we rewrite the Hamiltonian form in Eq. (3c) as
H(k) = u(k)Eu>(k) (37a)
where
E = diag(1, 2, . . . , N) (37b)
is a diagonal matrix of the standard eigenvalues given by
Eq. (3b), and u(k) is a matrix of (ordered) eigenstates of
H(k). When discussing components of u(k), we stick to
the notation
uij(k) = 〈i|ujk〉 and uj(k) = |ujk〉, (37c)
although the index gymnastics becomes important only
in Sec. V B. The matrix u(k) is orthogonal, and we will
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often call it a frame. Assuming we fix some basis {|i〉}Ni=1
of the Hilbert space, we will call uˆ = 1 as the standard
frame corresponding to that basis.
We rewrite the space of Hamiltonians in Eq. (3d)
as [23]
M3 = O(3)/D2h = SO(3)/D2 = SU(2)/D2. (38)
The first equality in Eq. (38) states that a Hamiltonian
H ∈ M3 is identified with a (three-component) frame u,
which is obtained by an O(3) rotation of the standard
frame uˆ. However, flipping the sign of some vectors uj of
the frame leaves the Hamiltonian in Eq. (37a) invariant,
which implies the D2h quotient. The point group D2h ≡
O(1)3 ≡ Z32 is generated by three mutually perpendicular
mirror symmetries.
Furthermore, in the second step of Eq. (38) we replace
both groups in the coset expression by their special com-
ponent (i.e. we keep only proper rotations with positive
determinant). The point group D2 consists of the identity
and of three pi-rotations around mutually perpendicular
axes. In the last step of Eq. (38), we replace SO(3) by
its double cover Spin(3) ∼= SU(2), and we lift the dihedral
group D2 into the double group D2, similar to our discus-
sion in Sec. II B. Importantly, the group D2 is isomorphic
to the quaternion group generated by three anticommut-
ing imaginary units,
D2 ∼= Q = {±1,±i,±j,±k} . (39a)
This fact is best seen by explicitly calculating the lift of
±pi-rotations e±piLi ∈ D2 with Li defined in Eq. (23a),
which is e±piti = ∓iσi ∈ D2 with ti defined in Eq. (23b).
It is straightforward to check that replacing
1 7→ 1, −iσx 7→ i, −iσy 7→ j, and − iσz 7→ k (39b)
represents the isomorphism between D2 and Q.
The final expression in Eq. (38) is particularly useful
for deriving the homotopy groups of M3 through the ap-
plication of the theorems derived in Sec. I D. It follows
from Eqs. (18) that
pi1(M3) = Q (40a)
pi2(M3) = 0. (40b)
We find that band-structure nodes of PT -symmetric
three-band models are described by the non-Abelian
quaternion group. Robust band-structure nodes are
point-like in 2D and one-dimensional lines in 3D.
We want to provide each element of group (40a) a
meaning. As explained later, see Sec. IV B and Fig. S-
9, the first-homotopy charge c ∈ pi1(M) of a topological
defect is well-defined only up to conjugacy with other el-
ements of the fundamental group, cf. Eq. (43a). In the
present case, there are five conjugacy classes
CQ = {{1}, {±i}, {±j}, {±k}, {−1}} . (41)
Clearly, class {1} corresponds to trivial loops, i.e. those
that are contractible to a point without encountering a
band degeneracy.
To interpret the other conjugacy classes in Eq. (41),
note that forming a node between bands |u1k〉 and |u2k〉
(while keeping the state |u3k〉 constant) corresponds to ro-
tating the standard frame as u(α) = R(α)uˆ with rotation
matrix
R(α) =
 cos α2 − sin α2 0sin α2 cos α2 0
0 0 1
 = eα2 L3 , (42a)
where α ∈ [0, 2pi) parametrizes a closed loop Γ : S1 →
BZ\N 1H. Note that u(2α) 6= u(0), corresponding to the
D2 redundancy in Eq. (38). Indeed, the Hamiltonian
H(α) = R(α)ER(α)>. (42b)
fulfills H(2pi) = H(0), i.e. it is a continuous and single-
valued function on the closed path Γ. Following the logic
of Eq. (38), we consider the lift of Eq. (42a) inside the
covering group. Following the recipe from Eqs. (23) in
Sec. II B, the lift at α = 2pi equals
R(2pi) = e−ipiσz/2 = −iσz 7→ k, (42c)
where in the last step we used the assignment in
Eq. (39b). We thus conclude that conjugacy class {±k}
corresponds to the presence of a node between bands |u1k〉
and |u2k〉 inside the loop.
Similarly, one can easily check that {±i} describes a
node between bands |u2k〉 and |u3k〉. Using the product
rule in the quaternion group, class {±j} indicates that
the chosen path encloses one of each species of nodes.
The ± sign indicates that the orientation of the node
depends on the specific choice of a path used to enclose
the node(s). Finally, the element {−1} indicates a pair
of nodes of the same orientation between the same pair
of bands. In the following text, we sometimes replace
each conjugacy class by a representative element when
we find the risk of confusing the reader to be sufficiently
small. Note also that while (±i)2 = (±k)2 = −1 is non-
trivial, (±i)4 = (±k)4 = 1 is trivial. Indeed, we will
show in Sec. IV D that a path enclosing four NLs of the
same type and orientation can be continuously shrunk
to a point without encountering a NL in the process.
Finally, we mathematical formalize the quaternion charge
and present an algorithm for its numerical computation
in Sec. V B.
B. Analogy with biaxial nematics
In this section, we point out the mathematical anal-
ogy between NLs of PT -symmetric three-band models
and vortex lines of biaxial nematic liquid crystals. Liq-
uid crystals are a phase of matter that preserves the
translational symmetry of a liquid, but which breaks
the rotational symmetry like a crystal. More specifi-
cally, the O(3) rotation symmetry is lowered to D2h for
biaxial nematic liquid crystals. A possible route to re-
alize this phase is to consider molecules with approxi-
mately ellipsoid shape, provided that the three axes of
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FIG. S-8. (The figure is based on Figs. 35 and 36 of Ref. [23].) We visualize the order-parameter field of biaxial nematics by
portraying the prevalent orientation of the three symmetry axes of the D2h-symmetric molecules using arms of different length (long,
short, dot) at regular intervals in space. The displayed order-parameter fields exhibit a singularity (the black disc) in the center. (a)
A pi-rotation of the order parameter around the dot axis corresponds to quaternion charge n = i, (b) a pi-rotation around the short
axis to charge n = j, and (c) a pi-rotation around the long axis to n = k. (d) A 2pi-rotation around the dot axis corresponds to
charge n = i2 = −1. As opposed to vortices of uniaxial nematics illustrated in Fig. S-2, a 2pi-vortex in biaxial nematics cannot be
deformed into a trivial configuration using continuous deformations. Specifically, applying the same trick as in Fig. S-2(e), namely
rotating all the molecules around the short axis by pi/2 to make the long axis perpendicular to the plane of the illustration everywhere
(while keeping the position of the ellipsoids fixed), does not remove the singularity. Instead, (e) we obtain the 2pi-rotation around
the long axis, which carries the same charge n = k2 = −1.
X1
X2
P
G1a G2
G1b
FIG. S-9. In the presence of multiple topological defects Xi,
there may be multiple inequivalent ways to encircle a selected
defect X1 with a closed path Γ ' S1 based at point P. Two
such paths Γ1a and Γ1b are shown. The charge of node X1
determined using path Γ1a and using path Γ1b are related by a
conjugacy with the charge of defect X2 on path Γ2, cf. Eqs. (43).
the ellipsoid are all of different length. The inidivid-
ual molecules are randomly positioned (leading to the
preserved translational invariance), while they freeze in
orientation (breaking the rotational symmetry). Bi-
axial nematics have been theoretically considered since
1970’s [22, 31, 46, 51] while their experimental realization
was achieved only relatively recently [21, 55] in so-called
bent-core mesogens.
The order-parameter space for biaxial nematics is given
by Eq. (38) where O(3) can be interpreted as a group of
rotations acting on the ellipsoid, while D2h is the isotropy
subgroup preserving the orientation of a chosen ellipsoid.
By repeating the arguments presented in Sec. IV A, the
description of defects in biaxial nematics is isomorphic
to the description of band-structure nodes in three-band
PT -symmetric models. This isomorphism allows us to
recall the known properties of vortex lines in biaxial ne-
matics, and study their analogy in band structures. The-
oretical properties of vortex lines in biaxial nematics have
been beautifully reviewed by Ref. [23].
To visualize the order parameter of biaxial nematics,
we employ the method of Ref. [23]. We indicate the ori-
entation of the ellipsoid by drawing the three major axes
of the ellipsoid with different length: long, short and dot.
To plot the order-parameter field, we show the prevalent
orientation of the ellipsoids at regular intervals in space,
see Fig. S-8. Note that while in uniaxial nematics, illus-
trated in Fig. S-2, there is only one type of a pi-vortex, bi-
axial nematics support three distinct types of a pi-vortex,
corresponding to pi rotations around the dot/short/long
axis as shown in Fig. S-8(a–c). These defects correspond
to the three imaginary units i, j, k of the quaternion group
in Eq. (40a).
We have previously argued, recall Fig. S-2, that a 2pi-
vortex in unixial nematics is removable by a continuous
deformation of the order-parameter field, i.e. it does not
present a topologically stable singularity. However, the
conclusion is different for biaxial nematics. We show in
Fig. S-8(d) an order-parameter field with a 2pi-vortex,
corresponding to a 2pi rotation around the dot axis, which
is represented by charge i2 = −1 ∈ Q. We can perform
a continuous deformation of the order-parameter field
which rotates all the ellipsoids by pi/2 around the short
axis (while keeping the positions of the ellipsoids fixed).
This is the analog of the continuous deformation that re-
moved the 2pi-vortex in unixial nematics. However, ap-
plying the same trick to biaxial nematics produces a 2pi
rotation around the long axis, plotted in Fig. S-8(e). The
resulting order-parameter field is described by the same
quaternion charge k2 = −1.
C. Non-trivial exchange of non-Abelian nodes
In this section, we discuss some theoretical properties
of defects governed by the quaternion group. Our presen-
tation to a large extent follows the discussion of Ref. [23]
in the context of biaxial nematics, although our discus-
sion of orientation reversal cannot be found there. We are
ultimately interested in the behavior of nodal lines in 3D
systems, but some arguments (such as those illustrated
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FIG. S-10. (a) A pair of nodes (blue dots) are assumed to have been pairwise created inside path Γ1 (based at P). The nodes
carry opposite charge ±i on path Γ1, but the same charge +i on path Γ2. As a consequence, the blue nodes will annihilate if
moved together along a trajectory inside Γ1 (solid orange), and they do not annihilate if brought together along a trajectory inside
Γ2 (dashed blue). The trajectory-dependent outcome of the node collision manifests the non-Abelian topological charge. (b) World
lines of the described exchange of nodes. The two blue nodes are created at an early time (indicated by yellow star), and separated.
The opposite value of their ±i charge is indicated by the opposite orientation of their (blue) world lines. The red node is not moving,
therefore its (red) world line is a straight line. Upon exchange with the red node, the charge of one blue node changes sign, which is
manifested by the reversed orientation of the corresponding blue world line. When brought together at a later time, the blue nodes
fail to annihilate (indicated by nay symbol). The reason is that their charges do not cancel, (+i)(+i) = −1 6= +1. By reinterpreting
the time as third momentum component, we obtain a description of nodal lines (NL) in 3D. The orientation of a NL is reversed each
time it goes under a NL of the other color (indicated by triangular arrowheads), which we further explain in Fig. S-11.
in Fig. S-9 and Fig. S-10(a)) are more easily explained
by considering point nodes in 2D. Furthermore, 3D situa-
tions can often be conveniently interpreted as world lines
for exchanging point nodes in 2D, if the third momentum
component is interpreted as time.
Quite generally, one of the implications of a non-
Abelian fundamental group pi1(M) is that the charge c
of a topological defect is well-defined only up to conju-
gacy [23, 47]
c ∼ gcg−1 with g ∈ pi1(M). (43a)
The reason for this is that in the presence of additional
nodes it may be possible to circumscribe the considered
node with various closed paths (all based at a fixed point
P) which cannot be continuously deformed into one an-
other. For simplicity, we illustrate this ambiguity by
considering point defects inside a two-dimensional plane
as shown in Fig. S-9: A point defect X1 inside a two-
dimensional plane can be enclosed by the closed path Γ1a
as well as by the closed path Γ1b, both based at point P.
The presence of the additional point node X2 makes it
impossible to continuously deform Γ1a into Γ1b. How-
ever, if we encircle node X2 with path Γ2 based at P as
shown in the figure, we find that6
Γ1b ∼ Γ2 ◦ Γ1a ◦ Γ−12 (43b)
are homotopic. If we denote the representation of a
pointed path Γi in the fundamental group pi1(M,m) as
gi, we find
g1b = g2g1ag
−1
2 , (43c)
6 Here, as well as throughout the entire Supplemental Information
file, we use the convention that when composing several paths
as in Eq. (43b), we first traverse the path on the very right, and
then continue to the left. The inverse in the superscript implies
that we have to traverse the path in the reverse direction.
which leads to the conclusion in Eq. (43a). Since for
Abelian groups every element forms a conjugacy class
of its own, the path-dependence of the first-homotopy
charge is only relevant when pi1(M) is non-Abelian.
We now show that the noncommutativity of the
quaternion charge implies non-trivial exchange (i.e.
“braiding”) rules for point nodes in 2D systems. To
see this, consider a “node-antinode pair” that has been
pairwise created by locally adjusting the Hamiltonian,
such as the “blue” nodes in Fig. S-10(a). We assume
that the nodes have been pairwise created inside path
Γ1. Therefore, the nodes carry opposite charge ±i on
path Γ1, and they would pairwise annihilate if they are
brought back together along a trajectory inside Γ1 (solid
orange line). However, if a “red” node with charge +k
is present, we may enclose the two blue nodes with path
Γ2 (also based at P) that takes a detour around the red
node. On such a path, the charge of the top blue node
is conjugated by the charge of the red node, i.e. it is
changed to k(−i)(−k) = +i. The reason is the same as
for the situation illustrated in Fig. S-9. The total charge
along Γ2 is therefore n = (+i)(+i) = −1, which is non-
trivial. Therefore, the blue nodes do not annihilate if
they are brought together along a trajectory inside Γ2
(dashed magenta line). The fate of the two nodes upon
collision depends on the trajectory used to bring them
together, thus manifesting their non-Abelian topological
charge.
Let us now rephrase the described exchange of point
nodes by considering their world lines inside a three-
dimensional space (2 momentum components + 1 time).
Such word lines for the process in Fig. S-10(a) are illus-
trated in Fig. S-10(b). We indicate the world line of a
blue point node with charge +i (−i) as a blue oriented
line pointing in the increasing (decreasing) time direc-
tion. At an early time, two blue nodes are pairwise cre-
ated (indicated by yellow star). They carry opposite ±i
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FIG. S-11. To determine the orientation of nodal lines (NLs)
inside a 3D momentum space, we consider the vantage point
(indicated by eye) to be the base point. The closed paths Γ which
we use to calculate the charge of NLs consist of a straight line
going from the eye to the vicinity of the NL, a small loop around
the NL, and the same ray in the reverse direction (i.e. returning
to the eye). Two such loops enclosing the blue NL, labelled ΓB1
and ΓB2, are located on different sides of the red NL. Repeating
the argument in Fig. S-9, we find that the charge on path ΓB2
equals the charge on path ΓB1 (which equals i) conjugated by
the charge on path ΓR (which equals k). The result of this
calculation is n = k·i·(−k) = −i. According to this definition of
the topological charge, the orientation of the blue NL is reversed
when it goes under (as perceived from the vantage point) the
red NL. The reversal is indicated by the triangular arrowhead.
charges, which are indicated by the opposite orientation
of the blue world lines. Afterwards, one blue node is ex-
changed with a red node. As explained in the previous
paragraph, this process is accompanied by flipping the
sign of the blue node. In the picture with world lines,
this means that the orientation of the blue world line
is reversed during the exchange with the red world line.
Therefore, the two blue world lines have the same ori-
entation after the exchange, and they fail to annihilate
when we bring them together at a later time (indicated
by the nay symbol). Note that by interpreting the time
direction as third momentum component, the world lines
correspond to NLs inside a 3D momentum space.
There is a convenient geometric way to understand the
reversal of nodal line (or world line) orientations, illus-
trated in Fig. S-11. If we look at the NL composition
from some vantage point inside the 3D space, the orien-
tation of a NL is reversed each time it goes under a NL of
the other color. To reach this conclusion, consider that
your eye (your “vantage point”) is the base point, i.e. all
the closed path begin and end in your eye. To calcu-
late the charge of a NL at some location, we consider a
closed path composed of three parts: (1) a straight line
(a “ray”) coming from your eye to the vicinity of the NL
location, (2) a tight loop encircling the NL, and (3) the
same ray in the reverse direction (i.e. coming back into
your eye). When perceived from the vantage point, the
motion along the straight rays is projected away. Now
consider a situation where a blue NL (conjugacy class
{±i}) moves under a red NL (conjugacy class {±k}),
and take two locations along the blue NL located on the
other side of the red NL (as perceived from the vantage
point). The charge of the blue NL at these locations
would correspond to the homotopy classes of paths ΓB1
resp. ΓB2 in Fig. S-11. But it follows from the argument
in Fig. S-9 that these two charges are related by conju-
gacy with the homotopy class of path ΓR characterizing
the red NL, which anticommutes with ±i. It follows, that
paths ΓB1 and ΓB2 carry opposite charges, meaning that
the orientation of the blue NL is reversed when it goes
under a red NL.
One can construct an analogous argument with the
words “red” and “blue” interchanged. Then it follows
that the orientation of a red NL is reversed when it goes
under a blue NL. We can summarize these two findings
with the following single statement: In three-band mod-
els with NLs formed by the lower two bands (called “red”)
and NLs formed by the upper two bands (called ”blue”),
the orientation of any NL is reversed when it goes under
a NL of the other color.
D. Constraints on admissible NL compositions
In this section, we further investigate the properties
of NLs in three-band models. We stick to the termi-
nology that NLs formed by the lower/upper two bands
are described as (and plotted with) red/blue. Especially,
we focus on the following three properties: (1) a pair of
NLs of different color cannot move across each other, (2)
a closed NL ring can only encircle an even number of
NLs of the other color, and (3) the meaning of i4 = +1,
i.e. why four NLs of the same type and the same orien-
tation are, in certain sense, not robust.
We first show why a pair nodal lines with different
colors cannot move across one another. We first prove
this statement using an argument from Ref. [23]. After-
wards, we indicate how this feature can be understood
as a simple consequence of the orientation reversal dis-
cussed in the previous section. Following first Ref. [23],
the key to prove our claim is to study the charge on path
Γbraid encircling the “braid” of two nodal lines as shown
in Fig. S-12(a) [23, 47]. The advantage of this path is
that it becomes trivially contractible to a point if the NLs
move across one another. If the charge on Γbraid is non-
trivial, the path cannot be contracted to a point, which
implies that the NLs cannot move across each other.
To find the charge on path Γbraid, we need to express
the path as a homotopy (also called isotopy, i.e. a con-
tinuous deformation) of a composition of paths encircling
the two nodal lines individually, namely ΓB (for “blue”
NL) and ΓR (for “red” NL). In this argument, we base all
the paths at point P located above the braid, see Fig. S-
12. Each path Γ first goes down the illustration over all
the NLs. We say that the path encircles some set of NLs,
if it goes under those (and only those) NLs on the way
back to P.
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FIG. S-12. The red and blue lines indicate nodal lines (NLs) formed by the lower resp. upper two bands of a three-band Hamiltonian.
The paths of different shade of green are loops based at P which we use to encircle the NLs at various locations. We always let the
paths go over all the NLs on the way down from P. We say that a particular path Γ encircles some set of NLs, if it goes under those
(and only those) NLs on the way up to P. Our goal is to express path Γbraid as an isotopy of a suitable composition of paths ΓR
and ΓB encircling the red vs. the blue NL. This goal is achieved by Eq. (44f). For the explanation, see the text around Eqs. (44).
To obtain the required expression, we first express
Γbraid ∼ Γtop ◦ Γbottom, (44a)
i.e. as a composition of paths encircling the bottom and
the top overlay of the two NLs as indicated by Fig. S-
12(b). [Recall that in expressions such as Eq. (44a) we
first move along the path to the right of the composition
symbol “◦”, and then along the path to the left.] Let
us first zoom into the upper half of the braid, shown in
Fig. S-12(c). Since for the top overlay the blue NL is
located above the red one, we directly obtain
Γtop ∼ ΓR ◦ ΓB. (44b)
To express Γbottom, a few extra steps are needed. First,
note that the path encircling the red NL to the left of the
blue one can be expressed as
ΓR2 ∼ Γ−1B ◦ ΓR ◦ ΓB. (44c)
Encircling the red NL below the flection point corre-
sponds to path ΓR3. Clearly, ΓR2◦ΓR3 ∼ 1 is contractible
to P, therefore
ΓR3 ∼ Γ−1R2 . (44d)
Similar inversion occurs when encircling the blue NL be-
low its flection point (not indicated in the figure). Since
for the bottom overlay the blue NL is located below the
red one, we obtain
Γbottom ∼ Γ−1B ◦ Γ−1R2 . (44e)
Composing all the partial results leads to relation
Γbraid ∼ ΓRΓ−1B Γ−1R ΓB. (44f)
Assuming that the two NLs are characterized by two dif-
ferent imaginary units, such as i and k, the total charge
on the braid is
nbraid = i · (−k) · (−i) · k = −1 6= 1, (45)
i.e. non-trivial. This result is explicitly mentioned below
Eq. (9) of the main text, and it implies that it is not
possible for the blue and red NLs in Fig. S-12 to cross each
other. We explain below in Sec. IV F how the presence
of additional mirror symmetry leads to the appearance
of the earring NLs observed in Fig.-3(f) of the main text.
We now argue why NLs of different color cannot move
across each other by referring to the orientation reversal
discussed in the previous section. In this approach, we
consider our vantage point (the “eye”) to be the base
point, and only work with the special paths (consisting of
the straight “rays” composed with tight loops encircling
the NLs) illustrated in Fig. S-11. Our conclusion from the
previous section is that the orientation (i.e. the charge) of
a NL reverses each time it goes under a NL of the other
color. Let us first consider a situation with a red NL
passing below a blue NL, as shown in Fig. S-13(a). The
orientation of the red NL is reversed when it goes under
the blue NL, while the blue NL has the same orientation
everywhere. We now compare this to a situation with the
red NL located in front of the blue NL, as shown in Fig. S-
a b
FIG. S-13. (a) Red NL passing below a blue NL in some re-
gion (the cube) of k-space. The orientation of the blue NL is
constant, while the orientation of the red NL is reversed at the
overlay (indicated by triangular arrowhead). (b) Red NL passing
over a blue NL. In this case, the orientation of the red NL is the
same everywhere, while the orientation of the blue NL is flipped
at the overlay. Situation (a) cannot be evolved into situation (b)
because the orientations of the NLs do not match. This implies
that NLs of different color cannot move across each other.
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FIG. S-14. Illustrating why four parallel NLs of the same type and orientation (carrying trivial charge i4 = +1 in total) are not
topologically stable. (a) We consider four blue NLs pointing vertically upward in some region (the cube) of k-space. The green path
Γ carries a trivial value of the topological charge. (b) By locally distorting the Hamiltonian, we create red NL ring located behind
the blue NLs. We keep in mind that the red NL reverses orientation when passing below a blue NL (indicated by red triangular
arrowheads). (c) We increase the size of the red NL ring. We fold the red NL in front of the central two blue NLs, such that it forms
a narrow “neck” in front of the blue NLs. We indicate the orientation reversal of red/blue NLs using red/blue triangular arrowheads.
(d) The two red NL segments forming the “neck” have opposite orientation, allowing us to reconnect then. The reconnection splits
the original single red NL (which did not enclose any blue NLs) into two red NLs (each enclosing two blue NLs), which can be
vertically separated. Note that the orientation of the central two blue NLs is flipped in the region between the red NL rings. (e) The
reversed orientation of the blue NLs allows us to reconnect them, leading to the nodeless region at half the height of the cube. This
allows us to shrink path Γ to a point without encountering a NL, consistent with the trivial value of topological charge on Γ.
13(b). In this latter scenario, the red NL has the same
orientation everywhere, while the orientation of the blue
NL is reversed. One situation cannot be continuously
changed into the other, because the orientation of the
NLs (i.e. their charges) do not match. Therefore, NLs of
different color cannot move across each other.
We now consider ring-shaped NLs. We prove that such
NL rings can only enclose an even number of NLs of the
other color. The reason is that the orientation of a NL
at some location is uniquely defined – it corresponds to
the homotopy class of the Hamiltonian on paths shown
in Fig. S-11. Therefore, after traversing all along the NL
ring, we must encounter an even number of orientation
reversals. In a NL composition, there are two reasons
that the orientation of a NL becomes reversed: (1) There
is a NL of the other color located in front of the consid-
ered NL ring. Such situation leads to an even number
of overlays, i.e. an even number of orientation reversals.
(b) There is a NL linked with the considered NL ring.
Such links lead to only a single orientation reversal of
the NL ring. Therefore, for the orientation to be consis-
tent along the whole NL ring, the ring must be linked
with (i.e. enclose) an even number of NLs of the other
color. Especially, a two-color Hopf link is impossible. An
example of an admissible NL composition composed of
four rings is shown in Fig. 3(h) of the main text. Similar
considerations in combination with the second homotopy
group can be used to shed light [32] on the relation of the
monopole charge of NL rings [8] to the linking structure
of the NLs [10].
Finally, we discuss the meaning of (±i)4 = (±k)4 =
+1. These relations suggest that four NLs of the same
color and of the same orientation can mutually annihi-
late. This is indeed true, although not at first obvious.
To explain this instability, we illustrate in Fig. S-14(a)
four blue NLs pointing in the same direction, such that
the green path Γ enclosing them carries trivial value
i4 = +1 of the quaternion charge. The process of an-
nihilating segments of the four blue NLs and of shrinking
path Γ to a point is illustrated and discussed in Fig. S-
14. Here, we remark that by interpreting the vertical mo-
mentum component as time, one can see in Fig. S-14(e)
world lines of non-trivially exchanged (i.e. “braided”)
point nodes of a 2D system. First, at an early time (bot-
tom of Fig. S-14(e)), the 2D system exhibits four blue
point nodes of the same charge +i. Later, a red node-
antinode pair is created. The red nodes are then carried
around two blue point nodes, and annihilated. While
moving the red point nodes, the charge of the two blue
point nodes has been flipped to −i. (The charge of the
red point nodes has also been flipped from ±k to ∓k,
but this still allows them to mutually annihilate.) This
allows us to annihilate the blue point nodes with charge
+i and −i in pairs. Therefore, at time corresponding to
half the height of the cube in Fig. S-14(e), there are no
point nodes in the 2D system.
E. Generalized quaternion charge in multi-band
models
We now generalize the characterization of NLs in PT -
symmetric models with N=3 bands to a general number
N ≥ 3 of bands. This discussion is somewhat technical.
Nevertheless, our main conclusion is extraordinarily sim-
ple: Nodes formed by consecutive pairs of bands [such as
(j−1, j) and (j, j+1) for 1 < j < N ] anticommute, while
all nodes formed by more distant pairs of bands commute.
Along the way, we base our arguments in formal math-
ematical terms. Following the main text, we sometimes
call the homotopy group pi1(MN ) generalizing the result
in Eq. (40a) as the generalized quaternion charge.
By considering the frame formulation of the Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (37), we find that the space of spectrally
projected PT -symmetric Hamiltonians is equivalent to
the space of all distinct orientations of a generic N -
dimensional ellipsoid. We thus rewrite the Eq. (3d) as
MN =O(N)/PNh=SO(N)/PN =Spin(N)/PN (46)
where PNh ≡ O(1)N ≡ ZN2 (equivalently, the Cox-
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eter group NA1 [56]) is an Abelian point group in N -
dimensional Euclidean space generated by reflections
with respect to N mutually perpendicular axes. In the
second step of Eq. (46), we select the special component
of both groups in the coset construction. More specifi-
cally, PN contains all elements of PNh with positive deter-
minant, i.e. only proper rotations. One can understand
PN ∼= ZN−12 as being generated by pi-rotations in (N −1)
planes [x1, x2], [x1, x3], . . . , [x1, xN ], where {xj}Nj=1 are
the coordinates of the N -dimensional real Hilbert space
with respect to the frame u(k). The pi-rotation in plane
[x1, xj ] flips the sign of eigenvectors |u1k〉 and |ujk〉 while
leaving the other (N − 2) eigenvectors invariant. In the
last step of Eq. (46), we replace SO(N) by its simply
connected double cover Spin(N), and we lift PN into the
corresponding double group PN .
To correctly identify the double group PN , note that it
is generated by the same set of (N−1) pi-rotations as PN .
However, within the double group, these generators anti-
commute (all generators share coordinate x1) and square
to −1. Therefore, we can identify them with the basis
{e1, e2, . . . , eN−1} of real Clifford algebra C`0,N−1. More
precisely, we relate
pi-rotation in [x1, xj ] plane ↔ basis vector ej−1 (47)
where 2 ≤ j ≤ N . Although elements of Clifford algebra
seem to be rather abstract objects, we show in Sec. V B a
formulation of the basis vectors ej using Dirac matrices.
The collection PN as a set corresponds to the 2
N products
PN =
⋃
ni∈{0,1}
{±en11 en22 . . . enN−1N−1 }. (48)
The subset (48) of C`0,N−1 is closed under multiplication
and forms a group called the Salingaros vee group [30, 52–
54]. Applying theorems reviewed in Sec. I D leads to
pi1(MN ) = PN (49a)
pi2(MN ) = 0 (49b)
The groups in Eq. (48) are non-Abelian for N ≥ 3, and
can be defined recurrently using central product of groups
with coinciding centers [30, 57].
Let us describe properties of nodes described by group
PN in more detail. For our considerations, we only need
to know the conjugacy classes of these groups, which are
fairly easy to identify. Since the basis elements of the
Clifford algebra C`0,N−1 mutually anticommute, all pairs
of elements of PN in Eq. (48) either commute or anticom-
mute. Therefore, the conjugacy classes of PN consist of
at most two elements that only differ in the overall sign,
i.e. {±en11 en22 . . . enN−1N−1 } with ni ∈ {0, 1}. The only ex-
ceptions are the following:
• For N odd, there are two one-element conjugacy
classes {1} and {−1}, while
• for N even, there four one-element conju-
gacy classes {+1}, {−1}, {e1e2 . . . eN−1} and
{−e1e2 . . . eN−1}.
The total number of conjugacy classes is
∣∣CPN ∣∣ = { 2N−1 + 1 for N odd2N−1 + 2 for N even. (50)
We remark that the classification based on the conjugacy
classes in Eq. (50) provides more detail than the classi-
fication based on the quantization of the Berry phase of
the individual bands to 0 vs. pi [33, 34]. Since the sum
of the Berry phases of all the bands must be 0 (mod
2pi), only (N − 1) of the phases are independent, lead-
ing to 2N−1 topological classes distinguished by the Berry
phases. The fact that
∣∣CPN ∣∣ > 2N−1 implies the existence
of robust nodes protected by a previously unreported
topological obstruction. We argue below in Sec. V A that
this novel topological charge (corresponding to conjugacy
class {−1}) survives in the stable limit of many bands.
To get a more tangible connection between the con-
jugacy classes CPN and the considered physics problem,
let us characterize each conjugacy class in terms of the
species of NLs that it characterizes. To achieve this goal,
we parametrize a closed path Γ ' S1 by α ∈ [0, 2pi). A
node formed by consecutive bands |ujk〉 and |uj+1k 〉 can be
modelled by rotating the “standard” Hamiltonian H = E
using matrices
α 7→ R(α2 ) = e
α
2 Lj,j+1
=
 1j−1 0 0 00 cos α2 − sin α2 00 sin α2 cos α2 0
0 0 0 1N−j−1
(51a)
where the N(N − 1)/2 skew-symmetric matrices
(Lij)ab = −δiaδjb + δibδja with i < j (51b)
span the basis of Lie algebra so(N). Since the remaining
(N − 2) bands are constant along Γ, we only need to
keep track of the Hamiltonian block describing bands j
and j + 1, which is
Heff.(α) = Reff.(α2 )
(
j 0
0 j+1
)
Reff.(
α
2 )
>
=
1
2
(
cosα sinα
sinα − cosα
)
+
(
j + 12
)
1, (51c)
We see that the effective Hamiltonian is continuous and
single-valued on path Γ, just as it should be.
Importantly, the rotation matrices R(pi) = epiLi,j ob-
tained after completing the roundtrip along Γ differ from
the identity matrix only by two minus signs at positions
i and j along the diagonal. Assuming j ≥ 2 (the case
j = 1 is special), we write
epiLj,j+1 = epiL1,jepiL1,j+1 . (52a)
meaning that we identify a NL between bands |ujk〉 and
|uj+1k 〉 (left-hand side) as the conjugacy class {±ej−1ej}
(right-hand side) using the assignment in Eq. (47). The
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case j = 1 does not require the additional step in
Eq. (52a). We thus obtain the relation between band-
structure nodes and the conjugacy classes of PN ,
node between (j, j + 1)∼
{{±e1} for j = 1
{±ej−1ej} for j ≥ 2 (52b)
By taking the appropriate products, relation (52b) al-
lows us to interpret all conjugacy classes enumerated in
Eq. (50) as suitable collections of nodes between the in-
dividual bands.
Knowing the relation in Eq. (52b), we are able to
analyze the non-trivial exchange rules (i.e. “braiding”)
of nodes in systems with an arbitrary number N ≥ 3
of bands. Exchanging two band-structure nodes corre-
sponds to commuting two conjugacy classes in Eq. (52b).
Such an exchange reduces to commuting pairs of basis
elements ei. If the two classes don’t share any basis ele-
ment, the commutation yields an even number of minus
signs, i.e. the two classes commute. On the other hand,
if the two classes have one basis element in common, an
odd number of minus signs is acquired during the com-
mutation. We see from Eq. (52b) that the latter situation
arises precisely for consecutive pairs of bands. This com-
pletes the derivation of the exchange rules states in the
first paragraph of this section.
Without going through the details, let us summarize
how some of the properties of NLs discussed in Secs. IV C
and IV D generalize to systems with N ≥ 3 bands. We
find that only NLs formed inside consecutive band gaps
have anticommuting charges. Therefore, NLs formed in-
side two consecutive band gaps cannot cross, and they
reverse orientation when passing under each other. On
the other hand, NLs formed inside more distant band
gaps can trivially pass through each other, and they do
not affect each others orientation. Finally, each NL ring
must be linked with an even number of NLs formed inside
neighboring (i.e. one higher and one lower) band gap. We
postpone a mathematical formulation of the topological
invariant defined by Eq. (49a) using parallel transport of
Hamiltonian eigenstates, as well as a presentation of a
numerical algorithm for computing the invariant along a
given bath Γ, until Sec. V B and Sec. V C further below.
F. CP transfer in the presence of mirror symmetry
In this section, we explain the transfer of crossing point
(CP) of nodal lines (NLs) observed in Fig. 3(a–c) of the
main text. We fix the number of bands to N = 3 and
consider the presence of mz mirror symmetry represented
by mˆz in Eq. (30b). The subspace Xmz ⊂M3 consists of
three connected components
Xmz = X
1 qX2 qX3, (53a)
where the superscript indicates which one of the three
bands has negative mˆz eigenvalue.
Each of the disjoint components of Xmz in Eq. (53a)
is homeomorphic to S1. To see this, recall that the most
general PT -symmetric Hamiltonian commuting with mˆz
takes the form in Eq. (32a). Considering as an example
the component X2, normalizing the eigenvalues to {j}3j=1
while taking care of the correct mˆz eigenvalues of the
individual eigenstates requires the coefficients d0,x,z and
ε to fulfill
ε = 2, d0 = 2, and d
2
x + d
2
z = 1 (53b)
which manifests the S1 shape. One can similarly argue
about X1 and X3.
We want to determine the relative homotopy group
pi1(M3, Xmz ), assuming as usual that both endpoints of
D1 are mapped to the same connected component of
Xmz . We thus consider the long exact sequence
pi1(S
1)
Z
i1→
→
pi1(M3)
Q
j1→
→
pi1(M3, S
1)
??
∂1→
→
pi0(S
1)
0
(53c)
where we replaced Xi ' S1, and in the second line we
placed the known homotopy groups. It can be shown by
repeating the arguments around Eq. (34) that the image
of the inclusion
ιj : Xj ↪→M3 (53d)
winds non-trivially in M3. In fact, ι
1 (ι3) corresponds
to enclosing a NL between the upper (lower) two bands,
while ι2 corresponds to a node formed by bands j = 1 and
j = 3 while keeping the central j = 2 band decoupled.
Therefore
im ι1 = {1, i,−1,−i} ∼= Z4 < Q (54a)
im ι2 = {1, j,−1,−j} ∼= Z4 < Q (54b)
im ι3 = {1, k,−1,−k} ∼= Z4 < Q. (54c)
Plugging Eqs. (54) into the long exact sequence in
Eq. (53c) yields
pi1(M3, X
j) = Q/Z4 ∼= Z2 (55)
for each connected component Xj of Xmz . The elements
of the groups in Eq. (55) are a pair of cosets, explicitly
pi1(M3, X
1) = {{±1,±i}, {±j,±k}} (56a)
pi1(M3, X
2) = {{±1,±j}, {±i,±k}} (56b)
pi1(M3, X
3) = {{±1,±k}, {±i,±j}} . (56c)
The coset structure implies that the quaternion charge on
an open-ended path γ with ∂γ lying in the mz-invariant
plane is well defined only up to the Z4 group in Eq. (54).
To explain the meaning of the cosets in Eq. (56), we
consider two examples in Fig. S-15. First, we recall the
situation in Fig. 3(f) from the main text, reproduced as
Fig. S-15(a). The endpoints of the open-ended path γ can
be brought together inside the vertical red NL “earring”,
when the quaternion charge on γ becomes nγ = ±k. On
the other hand, moving ∂γ along the indicated yellow
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FIG. S-15. The relative homotopy charge pi1(M,X) < pi1(M)
on an open-ended path γ (green) with endpoints ∂γ located
inside the mz-invariant plane (orange) is defined only up to a
composition with elements of pi1(X). This is represented by
moving the endpoints ∂γ along the in-plane circle (yellow). (a)
Reproducing Fig. 3(f) of the main text, we find that nγ = ±i
(enclosing blue NL) or nγ = ±k (enclosing red NL), depend-
ing on where we connect the endpoints ∂γ. (b) Reproducing
Fig. 3(c) of the main text but with an altered choice of γ, we
find that nγ = ±i (enclosing blue NL) or nγ = ±j (enclosing
both NLs). The difference corresponds to the charge nY = ±k
defined on the in-plane yellow circle.
circle allows us to connect the endpoints near the blue
CP, when nγ = ±i since now γ encloses a blue NL. This
is consistent with the {±i,±k} coset in Eq. (56b) and the
fact that at the endpoints H◦ ι : ∂D1 → X2, cf. the inset
to Fig. 3(f) of the main text. The difference between ±k
and ±i corresponds to the charge nY = ±j defined on the
yellow circle. Similarly, bringing together the endpoints
of path γ in Fig. S-15(b) by sliding them along the yellow
path yields either charge nγ = ±i (blue NL) or nγ = ±j
(both NLs). This is consistent with the coset {±i,±j} in
Eq. (56c) and the fact thatH◦ι : ∂D1 → X3, cf. the inset
to Fig. 3(c) of the main text. Note that in both examples,
the semi-circular path γ enclosing the CP corresponds to
the non-trivial coset in Eq. (56), i.e. the one that does not
contain the identity. We conclude that CPs are protected
by a non-trivial value of the Z2 invariant corresponding
to the relative homotopy group in Eq. (55). The same
topological invariant also governs the transfer of the CP
between the red and blue NLs.
V. NON-ABELIAN CHARGE OF 1D SYSTEMS
In this section, we discuss the geometric interpreta-
tion and the ways to numerically calculate the general-
ized quaternion charge. Our presentation is structured
as follows. In Sec. V A, we motivate the discussion by
showing that the conventional approach to topological
invariants based on Wilson loops (i.e. parallel transport
of linear subspaces) [35–37] is unable to detect the quater-
nion charge nΓ = −1. We recognize that this ultimately
stems from the two-fold universal covering of SO(N).
In Sec. V B we formulate the quaternion charge using
parallel transport of frames lifted into the covering space
Spin(N). This is achieved by working explicitly inside
the Lie algebra spin(N). Furthermore, we find a matrix
representation of the fundamental groups PN . With the
help of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula [58], we
present a numerical algorithm for calculating the general-
ized quaternion charge accumulated along a closed path.
Finally, in Sec. V C we consider 1D PT -symmetric sys-
tems, and investigate the relation between the bulk value
of the generalized quaternion invariant and the spectrum
at the system edges.
A. Failure of the usual Wilson-loop approach
The conventional way of expressing topological invari-
ants is the construction of Wilson-loop operators [35–37].
Considering a collection of bands {ujk}j∈I where the in-
dex set I is a subset of {1, 2, . . . , N} with |I| elements,
the Wilson operator along a closed path Γ is defined as
WijI (Γ) = lim
Λ→∞
〈uik0 |
 ∏
{kα}Λα=1⊂Γ
PI(kα)
|ujk0〉 (57a)
where Λ is the number of points along Γ, k0 is the base-
point of Γ, the bar over the product indicates path or-
dering, and
PI(kα) =
∑
j∈I
|ujkα〉〈u
j
kα
| (57b)
is the projector onto the linear subspace of the Hilbert
space spanned by states {ujk}j∈I [59]. The expression
in Eq. (57a) can be rewritten as path-ordered exponen-
tial of the non-Abelian Berry-Wilczek-Zee (BWZ) con-
nection [60], i.e.
WI(Γ) = exp
[
−
∮
Γ
AI(k) · dk
]
(57c)
with [AI(k)]iaj = 〈uik|∂ka |ujk〉 (57d)
and with i, j ∈ I. It follows from 0 = ∂ka〈uik|ujk〉 that
components [AI(k)]a are skew-Hermitian matrices [50],
i.e. generally (in the absence of additional symmetry)
AI(k) is a u(N)-valued 1-form [38]. The procedure sum-
marized by Eqs. (57) is often called parallel transport of
vectors (or as parallel transport of linear subspaces).
Geometrically, the Wilson operator describes the rota-
tion of the linear subspace spanned by {ujk}j∈I inside the
Hilbert space. While the entire linear subspace returns
back to itself after moving along a closed path Γ, the
subspace may perform an internal rotation. More pre-
cisely, WijI (Γ) expresses the probability amplitude that
state |ujk0〉 is evolved into state |uik0〉 by the product of
projectors in Eq. (57a). Because of the reality of the
states in PT -symmetric systems, WI(Γ) ∈ SO(|I|).
Wilson operator depends on the gauge of {ujk0}j∈I .
Performing an internal rotation among the states by
X (k) ∈ U(|I|) transforms the Wilson operator as
W(Γ) 7→ X (k0)W(Γ)X (k0)†. (58)
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The transformation in Eq. (58) leaves the eigenvalues
of W invariant. Many topological invariants can be
conveniently determined by studying the gauge-invariant
eigenvalues of Wilson-loop operators [37]. Furthermore,
nested Wilson loops have been applied to describe higher-
order topological insulators and superconductors [61].
We now show that the usual Wilson-loop approach to
topological invariants, summarized by Eqs. (57), fails to
capture the (generalized) quaternion charge nΓ =−1. To
see this explicitly, recall from Sec. IV E that one obtains
nΓ =−1 on a closed path Γ by performing a 2pi-rotation
of the Hamiltonian along the path. If we parametrize the
path by α ∈ [−pi, pi), then
H(α) =eαLj,j+1Ee−αLj,j+1
=E+ 1
2
0j−1 0 0 00 1−cos 2α −sin 2α 00 −sin 2α cos 2α−1 0
0 0 0 0N−j−1
(59a)
where E is the diagonal matrix defined in Eq. (37b), and
the so(N) basis elements Li,j are given by Eq. (51b).
The eigenstates of H(k) in Eq. (59a) can be found in a
globally continuous and real gauge,
|uiα〉 = eαLj,j+1 |ui0〉, (59b)
where state |ui0〉 at position α = 0 has component 1 at
position i and zeros elsewhere. The reality of the states
implies that [AI(k)]α is real, which in combination with
the skew-symmetric property implies zeros on its diago-
nal. This manifests that for PT -symmetric systems in
real gauge AI(k) is a so(N)-valued 1-form, In the gauge
of Eq. (59b), the BWZ connection is globally defined on
Γ, and takes the form
[A∀(α)]α =
0j−1 0 0 00 0 −1 00 1 0 0
0 0 0 0N−j−1
 (59c)
where the subscript “∀” indicates that we considered all
N bands. It is easy to check that the exponentiation
in Eq. (57c) leads to a trivial Wilson-loop operator on
path Γ for all index sets. In other words, the quaternion
charge −1 is completely invisible for Wilson operators.
Nevertheless, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (59a) cannot be
continuously deformed into the atomic limit H(k) = E
without closing the gap, because the assignment
S1 3 α 7→ eαLi,j ∈ SO(N) (60)
produces a 2pi-rotation inside SO(N), which corresponds
to a non-trivial element of pi1[SO(N)] = Z2. Capturing
the quaternion charge nΓ =−1 thus requires distinguish-
ing a 2pi-rotation from the identity. We show in the next
subsection that this can be achieved by lifting the rota-
tions into the covering space Spin(N).
We note that a 2pi-rotation remains homotopically
non-trivial upon increasing the dimension of the real
Hilbert space, i.e. upon including additional trivial
bands. Therefore, the topological phase characterized
by nBZ = −1, missed by conventional Wilson-loop tech-
niques, survives in the stable limit of many bands.
B. Parallel transport of coordinate frames
In the previous subsection we concluded that identify-
ing the charge PN acquired along a closed path Γ requires
describing the rotation of frames u(k) inside the cover-
ing space Spin(N). Furthermore, since the group PN is
non-commutative, it is not possible to express the value of
the charge using R or C numbers. Instead, we express the
generalized quaternion charge as a matrix group. In this
subsection, we develop these ideas within a solid mathe-
matical framework.
Assuming we have fixed the basis {|i〉}Ni=1 of the real
Hilbert space, we encode the Hamiltonian H : BZ\NH →
MN using a (right-handed and orthonormal) frame field
u(k). However, a globally defined continuous gauge for
u(k) may not exist due to the presence of NLs. There-
fore, it is appropriate to use the language of fiber bundles.
Then u(k) can be seen as a local section of an orthonor-
mal frame bundle on BZ\NH. However, it turns out that
an easier description is possible. The reason is that the
non-uniqueness of u(k) for a fixed standard frame is fully
captured by a discrete point group PN , cf. Sec. IV E. This
should be contrasted with the usual SO(N) gauge group
of a typical orthonormal frame bundle. Especially, the
discreteness of the gauge group PN implies that the only
continuous gauge transformations of u(k) are locally con-
stants in PN . Therefore, the easier description of a given
band-structure is via a principal bundle [62]
E → BZ\NH (61)
with a discrete gauge group PN .
To describe the rotation of a frame u(k) along a closed
path Γ, we introduce the affine connection7
∇auj(k) = Γiaj(k)ui(k) (62a)
where indices a, b, . . . refer to components of momenta,
while indices i, j, . . . indicate eigenvectors of H(k) or-
dered into the frame u(k). Although we are now using
a different language than in Sec. V A, we have just re-
formulated the same mathematical considerations using
slightly different objects. It can be easily shown that for
PT -symmetric systems
Γiaj(k) = [A∀(k)]iaj , (62b)
7 The components of the connection are called Christoffel symbols
in the related problem of a metric connection on a tangent bun-
dle [63]. They are usually indicated by Γ. We write them with
F while keeping Γ exclusively for closed paths.
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i.e. the affine connection is just the BWZ connection over
all the bands. The reality condition on H(k) and u(k)
implies certain analogies to parallel transport of frames
in general relativity. Throughout the remainder of this
section, we use the A∀ notation, and we call it the affine
BWZ connection. We remark that the discreteness of
the gauge group makes the components [A∀(k)]iaj of the
connection gauge invariant.
The rotation of the frame along a closed path Γ can be
expressed as
R(Γ) = exp
(∮
Γ
A∀(k) · dk
)
∈ PN . (63)
We remark that although a global real and continuous
gauge for ui(k) may be absent in the presence of NLs,
we have just argued that A∀(k) is gauge invariant. The
connection is therefore continuous and single-valued even
when we describe eigestates on Γ using multiple sections.
The quaternion charge nΓ = −1 corresponds to a 2pi-
rotation of the frame, implying R(Γ) = 1. The affine
BWZ connection allows us to perform the lift to PN and
thus distinguish the 2pi-rotation from the identity. This
is achieved by replacing in the decomposition of the con-
nection the basis of Lie algebra so(N) by the basis of
spin(N), while keeping the same coefficients, i.e. [64]
Li,j 7→ ti,j = − 14 [Γi,Γj ] ∈ spin(N), (64a)
where {Γi}Ni=1 are Dirac matrices of dimensions 2bN/2c×
2bN/2c which mutually anticommute, i.e. {Γi,Γj} = 2δij .
Decomposing the affine BWZ connection into the so(N)
basis as
[A∀(k)]a =
∑
i<j
βija (k)Li,j , (64b)
we obtain the spin(N)-valued 1-form, which we call spin
BWZ connection, as
[A∀(k)]a =
∑
i<j
βija (k)ti,j . (64c)
Especially, the lift of pi-rotations that generate the group
PN in Eq. (48) is obtained by
ej−1 := e−
pi
4 [Γ1,Γj ] = 12 [Γj ,Γ1] (64d)
for 2 ≤ j ≤ N . It is easy to check that the assignment in
Eq. (64d) indeed produces the basis of Clifford algebra
C`0,N−1. We have thus described the group PN as a ma-
trix algebra. The generalized quaternion charge acquired
along a closed path Γ can be expressed as
nΓ ≡ R(Γ) = exp
(∮
Γ
A∀(k) · dk
)
∈ PN . (64e)
We remark that in Eq. (64e) the horizontal bar in “exp”
indicates path-ordering, while all the other horizontal
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FIG. S-16. Spectrum of a tight-binding Hamiltonian obtained
from the k-space Hamiltonian in Eq. (67). We considered a
system with 11 sites and open boundary conditions. The value
of the bulk quaternion invariant is indicated by nBZ. Each red
dot indicates one eigenstate. The vertical (horizontal) position
of each dot represents the energy (center of mass) of the state.
The pair of arrows (green) in each panel indicate the two bands
that perform the pi-rotation along the 1D Brillouin zone. We
observe the formation of one mid-gap boundary state at each
end of the 1D system. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the
eigenvalues of the three bulk bands.
bars indicate objects that have been lifted from SO(N)
to Spin(N).
For the case N = 3, we numerically implemented the
formula in Eq. (64e) by first rewriting the path-ordered
exponential as a path-ordered product
nΓ =
∏
{kα}Λα=1
eA∀(kα)·∆k (65a)
where {kα}Λα=1 corresponds to a sequence of k-points or-
dered along path Γ, ∆k is the (oriented) distance between
two consecutive k-points, and the number Λ of k-points
should be large enough. The path-ordered product in
Eq. (65a) can be obtained iteratively. If we define
log
 ∏
{kα}Nα=1
eA∀(kα)·∆k
 ≡ XN (65b)
for 1 ≤ N ≤ Λ, then one obtains a recurrence relation
XN+1 =log
(
eA∀(kN+1)·∆keXN
)
≡ log (e∆XeXN ) (65c)
≈∆X +XN + 1
2
[∆X,XN ] (65d)
+
1
12
([∆X,[∆X,XN ]]+[XN ,[XN ,∆X]])+ . . .
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FIG. S-17. Spectrum of a real space Hamiltonian Hˆ with open boundary conditions, which was obtained from Eq. (70) for t = npi/18
with integer 0 ≤ n ≤ 9. Each read circle represents one eigenstate. The vertical (horizontal) coordinate of each dot indicates the
energy (center-of-mass position) of the corresponding wave function. The dashed lines indicate the bulk band energies. For the
discussion of the boundary states, see the text below Eq. (70).
where in the first step we simplified the notation by writ-
ing A∀(kN+1) · ∆k ≡ ∆X, and in the second step we
used the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula to a desired
order [58] to approximate the product of exponentials of
non-commuting matrices.
C. Topological edge modes in 1D systems
In this section, we numerically study the relation be-
tween the bulk quaternion invariant nBZ of 1D PT -
symmetric three-band models, and the boundary modes
of such systems. As discussed in Sec. V B a Hamiltonian
H (with standard energies E) is uniquely fixed by a choice
of an orthonormal frame u, cf. Eq. (37). The frame can
be further understood as an SO(3) rotation of the stan-
dard frame uˆ = 1. In this section, we will conveniently
express the Hamiltonian H using the so(3) algebra,
H(k) = R(k)ER(k)> with R(k) = eβ(k)·L (66)
where k ∈ (−pi, pi] ≡ BZ (the first Brillouin zone), and
β = (βx, βy, βz) are components of the so(3) elements in
the basis L = (Lx, Ly, Lz) given in Eq. (23a).
Let us first consider 1D systems with the quaternion
invariant with value i, j, k. This is achieved by taking
R(k) = ekLx,y,z/2. (67)
Assuming a system with a finite number of sites, we
transform the Hamiltonian H(k) to real space using
Fourier transformation while assuming open boundary
conditions. We label the resulting real-space Hamilto-
nian as Hˆ. To avoid a huge degeneracy of the bulk flat
bands (which causes certain problems for numerical cal-
culations), we always add a small bulk dispersion
H′(k) = 120 sin k · 1 (68)
to H(k) before performing the Fourier transformation.
We plot the numerically obtained spectrum of the
real-space Hamiltonian Hˆ in Fig. S-16. Each eigenstate
is represented by a red circle inside a two-dimensional
plane. The vertical coordinate indicates the energy of
the eigenstate, while the horizontal position represents
the center-of-mass position of the corresponding wave
function along the 1D system. To obtain the data pre-
sented in Fig. S-16, we considered a system with 11 sites,
such that the center-of-mass positions lie inside the in-
terval L ∈ [0, 10]. We observe that invariant value i/j/k
leads to one boundary mode at each edge of the 1D sys-
tem, located at energy 52/2/
3
2 . This is easily understood
from the fact that for the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (67)
one of the orbitals is decoupled from the rest, while the
other pair of orbitals perform a pi-rotation in the sense
of Sec. II A. The pi-rotation leads to the appearance of a
mid-gap state at each edge, where by “mid-gap” we mean
energy 12 (j1 +j2) if the pair of bulk bands performing the
pi-rotation have energy j1 and j2.
One can similarly understand the edge modes appear-
ing for Hamiltonians given by
R(k) = enkLi/2. (69)
where i ∈ {x, y, z} and n ∈ Z. Since for such Hamiltoni-
ans one of the orbitals is decoupled from the other two,
Eq. (69) describes an effectively two-band model. The
effective two-band model has an additional chiral sym-
metry (represented by σy for PT = K) anticommuting
withH(k), implying that such systems belong to Altland-
Zirnbauer class AIII supporting a Z bulk invariant in
1D [27]. Therefore, the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (69)
supports n mid-gap states. However, these states are not
robust against including terms that couple all three or-
bitals, since such terms break the accidental chiral sym-
metry. Nevertheless, we know from the theory of po-
larization of crystalline solids [34, 65] that a single edge
state can still be stabilized by a non-trivial quantized
value of the Zak-Berry phase φZB = pi.
By virtue of the quaternion invariant nBZ = −1 iden-
tified in our work, we find that a pair of edge modes
can also be stabilized at both edges even when the Zak-
Berry phase of each band is trivial. To demonstrate this
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FIG. S-18. The 4s, 3d, 4p atomic-orbital projected energy bands.
property, we consider a family of Hamiltonians given by
R(k; t) = k (Lx cos t+ Lz sin t) (70)
where t ∈ [0, pi2 ] is a tunable parameter. The special case
t = 0 (t = pi2 ) corresponds to a 2pi-rotation around the
x-axis (z-axis), and is naturally interpreted as nBZ = i
2
(as nBZ = k
2). In accordance with the discussion in
the previous paragraph, we expect such a Hamiltonian
to exhibit a pair of mid-gap states on each boundary
between the upper (lower) two bands.
Importantly, the parametrization in Eq. (70) contin-
uously interpolates between the two special i2 and k2
interpretations of the nBZ = −1 value of the quaternion
charge. This allows us to demonstrate the stability of the
two pairs of edge states even in the absence of the acci-
dental chiral symmetry. For a system with 31 sites, the
Hamiltonian Hˆ obtained from Eq. (70) with t = npi/18
and integer 0 ≤ n ≤ 9 exhibits the eigenstates plotted in
Fig S-17 [we again include the small perturbation given
by Eq. (68)]. Let us summarize our observations. For
t = 0, we find a pair of mig-gap boundary states at each
edge of the 1D system between the upper two bands. In-
creasing the value of t splits the energy of the two states:
The boundary state with increasing energy eventually
merges with the highest-energy band, while the state
with decreasing energy crosses the central band at t ≈ pi4
and moves into the lower bulk gap. Simultaneously, the
lowest-energy band ejects a boundary state at each edge
of the system. The energy of this state moves upward
with further increasing t. Ultimately, the two boundary
states existing on each edge converge to mid-gap energy
between the lower two bands at t = pi2 .
We remark that although we observe two robust
boundary states at each edge of a 1D system character-
ized by quaternion charge nBZ = −1, we are currently
not able to explain their appearance using a physical in-
terpretation of the topological invariant. A direct con-
nection between the topological invariant and the elec-
tronic properties, similar to the relation between the Zak-
Berry phase and the bulk polarization [34, 65], is missing.
Further research is required to elucidate the evolution of
boundary states observed in Fig. S-17.
VI. DETAILS OF AB INITIO CALCULATIONS
Hexagonal close packed (HCP) scandium (also called
α-Sc [66]) has two Sc atoms per primitive unit cell. The
lattice constants measured at low temperatures are a =
3.3098A˚ and c = 5.266A˚ [66, 67].
Our first-principles calculations are performed within
the density functional theory framework using VASP (Vi-
enna ab-initio simulation program) [68, 69]. The ap-
proach relies on all-electron projector augmented wave
(PAW) basis sets [70] combined with the generalized gra-
dient approximation (GGA) with exchange-correlation
functional of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [71].
The cutoff energy for the plane wave expansion was set to
600 eV and a k-point mesh of 24×24×12 was used in the
bulk calculations. The WannierTools code [72] was used
to search the nodal line in the Brillouin zone based on
the maximally localized Wannier functions tight-binding
model [73] that was constructed by using the Wannier90
package [74] with Sc s, p, d atomic orbitals as projectors.
Since our theory applies for systems with weak spin-orbit
coupling (SOC), we didn’t take SOC effects into consider-
ation in our calculation. Such an approximation is justi-
fied by the small atomic number of scandium. Our result
for the unstrained Sc was verified to be consistent with
previously reported calculations [75, 76].
The band structure projected onto the 4s, 3d and 4p
atomic orbitals is shown in Fig. S-18. We find that elec-
trons close to the Fermi level mainly come from the 3d
orbitals. However, there is a non-negligible 4p orbital
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FIG. S-19. (a) Lattice without strain. (b) [0001]-uniaxial strain
which preserve the symmetries of space group P63/mmc. (c) A
typical strain which only keeps the inversion symmetry.
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FIG. S-20. Nodal lines evolution due to [0001] uniaxial strain. The band structure and the nodal line plot are combined as a pair.
The strain values corresponding to panels (a–f) are 0, -1.5%, -2%, -3%, -4%, -5%, respectively. The band indices according to the
energy values are indicated in panel (a). The red lines in the colored plots indicate band degeneracies (i.e. nodal lines) between the
2nd and the 3rd energy band, while the blue lines correspond to nodes between the 3rd and the 4th energy band. The kz = 0 plane
is indicated with a yellow sheet. The grey color plane in the bottom (top) of the BZ is a nodal surface due to non-symmorphic
symmetry.
weight hybridized with the 3d orbitals.
While studying the nodal lines of scandium in the main
text, we consider two types of applied strain. First, a
symmetry-preserving deformation is realized by apply-
ing [0001] uniaxial strain. The evolution of the nodal
lines due to [0001] uniaxial strain is shown in Fig. S-20.
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FIG. S-22. Band structures of hcp-Sc with and without SOC. The inset figures show the detailed gap opening due to the SOC.
A zoom-in view of the evolution around the K point is
shown in Fig. S-21. On the other hand, a deformation
which breaks all the mirror and rotation symmetries of
Sc while preserving the spatial inversion is obtained by
applying a [101¯1] strain. Since in the latter case we only
want to demonstrate the crossing-point breaking effect,
for the sake of simplicity we just modify the lattice angles
to α = 90◦, β = 90.3◦ and γ = 120.3◦. The sketch of the
resulting primitive unit cell is shown in Fig. S-19(c), and
the resulting nodal lines are shown in Fig. 4(f–g) of the
main text.
The nodal lines discussed in this work are obtained
without the consideration of SOC. The comparison of
the band structures with and without SOC from first-
principle calculation is shown in Fig.S-22. It is shown
that the nodal lines will be gaped out under the con-
sideration of SOC. The size of the gap is different for
different band touching points. The gap we obtained is
less than 10 meV.
It is worthy to mention that the nodal line structures
discussed in Sc could also be found in the hexagonal-
close-packed elemental metal crystal of Beryllium (Be),
Magnesium (Mg), Calcium (Ca), Titanium (Ti), Zirco-
nium (Zr) etc.. However, the nodal lines in Be and Mg
are above the Fermi level [77]; the hcp-Ca is stable only at
high temperatures above 700K [78], and while the nodal
lines in Ti and Zr are below the Fermi level [77], the
strain needed to realize the three-bands touching is too
large. Nonetheless, there are many other materials not
discussed here, that might provide the band structure
optimally suited for simpler experimental verification of
the predictions presented in this work.
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